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Über Allegion 

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) ist ist ein globaler Pionier im Sicherheitsbereich und besitzt führende  

Marken wie CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, NORMBAU, Schlage® und Von Duprin®. Der Schwerpunkt  

von Allegion liegt im Bereich Türen und deren umgebende Bereiche, und das Unternehmen  

bietet eine Vielzahl von Lösungen für Eigenheime, Unternehmen, Schulen und sonstige Ein- 

richtungen. Allegion ist ein Unternehmen mit Umsätzen in Höhe von 2 Milliarden US Dollar  

und verkauft Produkte in beinahe 130 Länder. 

Weitere Informationen finden Sie auf www.allegion.com. 

About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands like CISA®, 

Interflex®, LCN®, NORMBAU, Schlage® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the door  

and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions for homes, businesses, schools and 

other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company, with products sold in almost 130 countries. 

For more, visit www.allegion.com.



Unser Leitbild „PASSION FÜR CARE“ spiegelt die Leidenschaft wider, 
die bei NORMBAU alle Geschäftsaktivitäten bestimmt. Leidenschaft-
lich arbeiten wir daran, die Lebensqualität von Menschen zu verbessern, 
indem wir ganzheitliche Lösungen für ein barrierefreies Umfeld entwi-
ckeln und herstellen. Mit großer Passion sind wir auf der Suche nach 
neuen Lösungen und nach Möglichkeiten, Bewährtes noch besser zu 
machen. Wir betreuen und beraten unsere Kunden umfassend und mit 
hohem Engagement. NORMBAU Produkte unterstützen dabei, Selbst-
ständigkeit zu erhalten und Sicherheit zu geben, das Vertrauen schafft. 
Höchste Qualität und das Streben nach einem vollkommenen Produkt 
sind dafür unerlässliche Voraussetzungen.

Mit Herzblut arbeiten unsere Entwickler an Produkten, die funktional 
ebenso überzeugen wie ästhetisch. Zahlreiche Design-Awards bestäti-
gen uns auf diesem Weg. Wir bieten passende Serien für jedes Lebens-
umfeld an – zu Hause, in Kliniken und Pflegeheimen, für altersgerechte 
Wohnanlagen, für Hotellerie, Gastronomie und öffentliche Bereiche. 

Die Tugenden der Gründlichkeit und Beharrlichkeit pflegt man bei 
NORMBAU am Fuße des Schwarzwalds schon seit der Unternehmens-
gründung im Jahr 1954. Und auch heute sehen wir diese Werte als  
Basis und Garant für eine Qualität, die langfristigen und nachhaltigen 
Nutzen für unsere Kunden gewährleistet.

Aus dem Schwarzwald gehen unsere Produkte in die ganze Welt – ins 
Klinikum Villingen-Schwenningen ebenso wie in den Disney Park Hong-
kong oder zum Football-Team der San Francisco 49er. 

PASSION FOR CARE steht für Sorgfalt und Umsicht: Deshalb ent- 
wickeln wir unsere Produkte und Serien in unserer eigenen Entwick- 
lungsabteilung, nach modernsten Standards, mit aktuellen Konstruk-
tionstools und mit hohem Engagement. Darum betreiben wir Qua-
litätsmanagement nach DIN EN ISO 9001 und lassen unsere Produkte 
regelmäßig vom TÜV Süd freiwillig zertifizieren. Dass alle Produkte vor 
Auslieferung strenge Qualitätskontrollen durchlaufen, ist selbstver-
ständlich. 

PASSION FOR CARE steht für Achtsamkeit und Zuwendung: Weil un-
sere Mitarbeiter unser wichtigster Erfolgsfaktor sind, betreiben wir ein zer-
tifiziertes Arbeits- und Gesundheitsmanagement nach BS OHSAS 18001. 

PASSION FOR CARE steht für Betreuung und Wartung: Unseren Kun-
den stellen wir umfangreiche Planungsunterlagen und Arbeitshilfen zur 
Verfügung, um ihnen das Alltagsgeschäft einfacher zu machen. Und auch 
nach dem Kauf sind wir mit Rat und Tat, mit Herz und Verstand für Sie da. 

PASSION FOR CARE steht für Pflege und Behandlung: Mit großer Lei-
denschaft entwickeln und produzieren wir Produkte und Lösungen mit 
dem Ziel allen Nutzern unserer Produkte das Leben einfacher und sicherer 
zu machen. Der Begriff "Universal Design" beschreibt unsere Aufgabe:  
Produkte zu entwickeln und herzustellen für alle Lebenslagen und  
Bedürfnisse, für alle Ansprüche und alle Möglichkeiten der Teilhabe an 
einem sicheren und selbstbestimmten Leben.

PASSION FOR CARE steht für die Verantwortung unserer Umwelt 
und Ressourcen: Wir legen in der Produktplanung, im Einkauf und der 
Produktion großen Wert auf umweltschonende und nachhaltige Her-
stellungsverfahren und arbeitshygienisch einwandfreien Arbeitsplät-
zen. Jeder unserer Mitarbeiter ist angewiesen, in seiner Tätigkeit um-
weltgerecht zu handeln, Missstände aufzuzeigen und durch geeignete 
Vorschläge dazu beizutragen, Abfälle zu vermeiden. Die Zertifizierung 
nach ISO 14001:2004 ist für uns die Grundlage unseres Umweltma-
nagements.

PASSION FOR CARE



Our mission statement "PASSION FOR CARE" reflects the passion that 
determines all NORMBAU's business activities. We work passionately  
to improve people’s quality of life by developing and producing holistic 
solutions for a barrier-free environment. With intense passion, we look 
for new solutions and ways to make what has been tried and tested  
even better. We support and advise our customers comprehensively  
and with great commitment.

NORMBAU products support them in maintaining their independence  
and give them the security that creates self-confidence. The highest 
quality and the pursuit of a perfect product are indispensable prere-
quisites for this.

Our developers work with dedication on products that are convincing 
functionally as much as aesthetically. Numerous design awards confirm 
to us that we are on the right track. We offer appropriate product ranges 
for every living environment - at home, in clinics and care homes, for 
sheltered housing, the hotel industry, catering and public areas.

The virtues of thoroughness and tenacity have been maintained at 
Normbau on the edge of the Black Forest since the company was 
founded in 1954. Today, we still see these values as the basis and  
guarantee for a quality that ensures long-term, sustainable benefits for 
our customers.

Our products go from the Black Forest to destinations around the  
world - to the Villingen-Schwenningen Clinic and Disney Park Hong 
Kong, as well as to the San Francisco 49ers football team.

PASSION FOR CARE stands for care and attention: this is why we  
develop our products and series in our own development depart-
ment, according to the latest standards, with current design tools and 
with strong commitment. For this reason, we operate quality manage-
ment according to DIN EN ISO 9001 and voluntarily have our products  
certified by TÜV Süd on a regular basis. It goes without saying that all 
products are subject to strict quality controls before delivery.

PASSION FOR CARE stands for attentiveness and dedication: because 
our employees are our most important success factor, we operate an  
occupational health and safety management system certified to  
BS OHSAS 18001.

PASSION FOR CARE stands for support and maintenance: We offer  
our clients comprehensive planning documents and tools to make 
their daily business easier. And even after the purchase, we are there for  
them with advice and action, with heart and soul.

PASSION FOR CARE stands for nurture and treatment: We passiona-
tely develop and produce products and solutions with the aim of making 
life easier and safer for the users of our products. The concept "universal  
design" describes our mission: To develop and produce products for 
all life situations and needs, for all requirements and all possibilities to  
partake in a safe and self-determined life.

PASSION FOR CARE stands for the responsibility of our environment 
and resources: In product planning, purchasing and production, we set 
great store by environmentally friendly and sustainable manufacturing 
processes and workplaces that are hygienically safe. Each of our em-
ployees is instructed to act in an environmentally friendly manner, to 
identify grievances and to contribute to the avoidance of waste through 
appropriate proposals. ISO 14001:2004 certification is the basis of our 
environmental management.

PASSION FOR CARE
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NCS S 
RAL-DS
RAL

Antibac

NCS S 0500-N 
RAL-DS 000 95 00
RAL 9016

NCS S 9000-N
RAL-DS 1500
RAL 9005

NCS S 1080-Y10R
RAL-DS 080 80 90

NCS S 2570-R
RAL-DS 030 30 45
RAL 3003

NCS S 6030-R10B
RAL-DS 010 20 25
RAL 3005

NCS S 4020-B
RAL-DS 240 50 15

NCS S 3560-R80B
RAL-DS 270 30 40

NCS S 7020-R80B
RAL-DS 270 20 25
RAL 5003

NCS S 5540-G
RAL-DS 160 30 38

NCS S 2502-Y 
RAL-DS 080 70 05

NCS S 7500-N
RAL-DS 3500
RAL 7043
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Weiß 

Schwarz

Gelb

Rot

Dunkelrot

Bermuda

Blau 

Dunkelblau 

Grün

Manhattan

Dunkelgrau 

LichtreflexFarbkarte Nylon Care
Colour chart Nylon Care light reflex

White 

Black

Yellow 

Red

Dark Red 

Slate Blue

Blue

Dark Blue

Green 

Manhattan

Dark Grey



AntibacNCS S 
RAL-DS
RAL

092 85 ●

104 12

095 25 ●

096 56 ●

392 60/85

395 60/25

300 60

009
NCS S 0500-N 
RAL-DS 000 95 00
RAL 9016

42

LichtreflexFarbkarte Cavere® Care 

Farbkarte Inox Care 

Cavere® Weiss

Cavere® Aubergine Lieferzeit 4-6 Wochen.
Delivery time 4-6 weeks.

ähnlich DB-Farbton 703

similar to colour DB 703

ähnlich DB-Farbton  
701/RAL 9006
similar to colour DB 
701/RAL 9006

Silber-Metallic

Cavere® Chrome / Cavere® Weiss

Cavere® Chrome / Cavere® Anthrazit

Cavere® Chrome Accessoires

Inox

Die jeweils nächstliegenden Farbnummern von NCS 
(Natural-Colour-System), RAL-DS (RAL-Design-System) 
und RAL (RAL Farbregister 841-GL) sind zum Vergleich 
angegeben.

Ausführliche Hinweise zu »Lichtreflex/Kontraststufen« finden Sie auf Seite 339.

de

Cavere®

Cavere®

Colour chart Inox Care

Colour chart Cavere® Care light reflex

Anthrazit-Metallic
Metallic Anthracite 

Metallic Silver 

Cavere® White

Cavere® Chrome / Cavere® White

Cavere® Chrome / Cavere®Anthracite

For comparison we have indicated the most similar 
colour numbers of the NCS (Natural-Colour-System), 
RAL-DS (RAL-Design-System) and RAL (RAL Colour 
Register 841-GL).

en

Description for »Light reflex/visual contrast« see page 404.
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Assistance in planning

Barrier-free 
for all!

Barrier-free design serves all generations and 

offers social and economic advantages for all 

members of the population.

It has been recognized that barrier-free design 

not only supports elderly people or people with 

a disability, the concept is also of great benefit 

to families with children. The numerous specifi-

cations and planning recommendations based 

on standards and local authority building regu-

lations demand meticulous implementation by 

architects and planners in line with unique requi-

rements.    

Holistic design concepts such as Universal 

Design or Design for All, which combine the 

integration of all users into one unified design 

concept, have also significantly changed public 

awareness. 
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Assistance in planning

Legal basis

Normen

DIN 18040-1 Construction of accessible buildings - Part 1: 
 Publicly accessible buildings

DIN 18040-2  Construction of accessible buildings -
 Design principles - Part 2:
 Dwellings

DIN 18041  Acoustic properties of small and  
 medium-sized rooms

DIN 32975  Designing visual information for publicly  
 accessible areas

DIN ISO 4190-5  Control devices, signals and ISO 4190-5  
 additional fittings

DIN 1450  Lettering, legibility

DIN 66079-4  Graphic symbols for public information 
 Part 4: Graphic symbols for disabled persons

DIN ISO 3864-3  Graphic symbols -  
 Safety colours and safety signs

DIN 33402-2  Ergonomics - Human body dimensions

DIN 33402-3  Human body dimensions; space for  
 movement in various normal positions  
 and movements 

DIN 12182  Assistive products for persons with  
 disabilities - General requirements  
 and test methods

DIN EN 12183  Anhang A - Empfehlungen für Maße und 
Bewegungsbereiche Rollstühle mit Muskel-
kraftantrieb - Anforderungen und Prüfver-
fahren

DIN EN 12183   Annex A (informative) - Recommendations 
for dimensions and manoeuvring space of 
manual wheelchairs - Requirements and 
test methods

SIA 500  For Switzerland, standard SIA 500,  
Behindertengerechtes Bauen.

ÖNORM B 1600 For Austria, standard ÖNORM B 1600,  
 Barrierefreies Bauen

The German Equality for Persons with Disabilities 
Act (BGG)

The foundations for barrier-free building were laid back in 
2002 with the adoption of the German Law for Equalization of  
Disabled People. Articles 4 and 8 mention the creation of  
barrier-free access in the areas of construction and transport.

The Federal State Building Order 

forms part of public construction law and is governed by the 
German Federal States. The respective building regulations 
follow the basic legal principles but can also introduce supple-
mentary requirements.
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Assistance in planning

Public awareness and demographic development havebrought 
about significant changes in demand during the planning and 
construction process.

Barrier-free planning and construction not only take people 
with reduced mobility and the use of mobility equipment into 
account, they also consider people with heavy luggage and 
parents with children in pushchairs.

The latest scientific findings, based on a well-founded under- 
standing of the issue, are available for planning purposes.
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Assistance in planning

Design-
concept

Barrier-free Design for all Universal design

Product-
solution

●   wide variety; aesthetics and sustainability, 

●   good design, expandable and can be combined with 
technologies and technical accessories

●   frequent special solu-
tions; 

●   expandable concepts; 

●   design is not the most 
important aspect.

●   aims to make products 
accessible to and usable 
by all; based on DIN 
standards

●   Integration of different 
groups of people; 

●   takes different solutions 
into account; 

●   draws on the general 
principles of Universal 
Design.

●   reduces discrimination●   extensive social 
participation

Goal

●   Takes into account the capability of 
all users; 

●   future-oriented and holistic design 
concepts

   Seven principles:

   1  Equitable use

   2 Flexibility in use

   3 Simple and intuitive use

   4 Perceptible information

   5 Tolerance for error

   6 Low physical effort

   7 Size and space for access and use

From barrier-free to Universal Design -

the concept for everyone!
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Two-senses principle

Two-senses principle

The two-senses principle supports the daily life of hearing- and 
visually-impaired people in the best possible way.

To a certain degree, people who suffer from impaired senses 
face barriers of a completely different nature. The two-senses 
principle, introduced in DIN 18040, has been used for a long time.

The senses of sight (visual) and hearing (acoustic) are crucial 
in enabling us to perceive our environment, followed by touch 
(tactile), smell (olfactory) and taste (gustatory). Therefore, 
barrier-free building must ensure that both the visual transfer 
of information and the adapted acoustic and tactile source of 
information are taken into account.  

The sense of smell can offer additional information for people 
with visual or other impairments, and should be taken into 
account during planning. The demand becomes even more 
significant when groups of affected persons use the facilities. 

Conversely, in the event of fire, the absence of the sense of smell 
poses a particular danger. Using the two-senses principle in 
planning also increases the chance of survival of the affected 
class of people. 

The sense of smell only plays a minor role, at least in terms of 
the building‘s design.

The two-senses principle should be applied according to 
the priority or importance of the information or signal. In the 
meantime, a breakdown into three degrees of priority is now 
available (Degrees of priority according to C. Ruhe).

Alarm signal, distress 
signal

1

2

3

Information (one-way)

ommunication (two-way)

always, without fail 
and very good

generally always and 
good

as often as possible 
and satisfactory

(Two-senses principle according to C. Ruhe)

Degree of priority Application of the 
two-senses principle
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Handrails

Handrails offer support on staircases, protection from falling 
and are a welcome support in case of sudden tiredness.

They are required on both sides of a staircase. They should 
continue uninterrupted around half-landings to provide con-
tinued support for the elderly and ambulant disabled. This al-
so provides safety and comfort for visually impaired and blind  
people by serving to guide them around the landing. 

Handrails should always extend at least 400mm from the top and 
bottom of a staircase to provide a ‘lead-in’ - which avoids infirm  
persons from having to overreach in order to grasp the rail, and 
‘lead-off’ - which allows them to be supported by the rail beyond  
the last step. 

The handrail should be fixed at a height of 850mm. If a higher 
rail is required - to prevent falls, for example - then a secon-dary 
rail one should be available at the ergonomic height of 850mm.

Handrails must also be suitable for use by people who are 
physically weak and have a poor grip. The best shape of handrail 
is circular in cross section, such that a hand can encircle it. The 
recommended diameter is 30 - 40mm. 

The elderly, in particular, suffer from a weak grip and a round 
profile is helpful. 

The handrail must be mounted at a sufficient distance from the 
wall so that a hand can travel along it without encountering the 
fixing brackets. The partially sighted will find the handrail more 
easily if it contrasts visually with its background i.e. the wall. 
Colour is an ideal way of helping to achieve such a contrast.

Handrails
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Grip

Wheelchair users and people with hand and arm disabilities often 
have a reduced reach for gripping. Restricted movement of the  
upper body can also make gripping difficult.

Usability
People with limited gripping ability require controls which 
are easyto handle and use and do not require a rotating hand 
movement. Large format rails and door handles, single lever 
controls and electric pushbuttons and switches are preferable. 
Sharp edged, angular and countersunk controls are to be 
avoided.

Operating

Doors should be easy to operate for disabled people, especially 
for those with a limited hand and arm ability, but also for elderly 
people and children. Wide and heavy doors and hard to reach 
handles cause particular problems. The effort required to open 
a door should be a max. of 20N. Heavy duty doors (e.g. fire 
doors) shoud open or close automatically. By swing doors it is 
to ensure that the triggermechanism is not placed in the open  
area. On the inside of swing doors an additional grab or a 
continuous grab bar should be fixed in order to make the  
closing easier. Shell shaped handles are notadapted. Push 
handles have to be used instead. 

Practically

Anti-ligature product (-PSY)

The prevention of self harm is necessary on different levels.  
A national suicide prevention program is aimed to determine 
the problems, taking into consideration regional needs. It should 
create structures that allow a better prevention of the primary 
prevention (all kinds of measures for suicide prevention), as well 
as for the secondary prevention (identification and therapy of 
suicidal people), and the terciary prevention (patient-centred 
care after attempted suicide). 

Where needed, requirements regarding sanitary facilities are gi-
ven from designers. In the product range there are many anti-li-
gature (-PSY) products which can be used by clinics where the 
avoidance of self-harm is a design consideration.
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Space requirements

Space requirements

Width of gangway and corridors

Gangways, landings and corridors must be at least 1500mm 
wide, in order that pedestrians and wheelchair users may pass 
easily. A width of 1800mm is preferred where possible as this 
allows two wheelchairs - or a wheelchair and a pushchair - to 
pass in opposite directions. In cases where the required width is 
less, passing places must be provided. 

Doors

Doors must have a clear opening width of 900mm. This is 
the usable width remaining after allowing for any restrictions 
caused by hinges, door handles etc. In the case of sliding doors, 
the opening is typically reduced by 100 - 150mm when the door 
cannot be opened fully due to projecting grab handles. Individual 
leaves of doors should not exceed 1000mm in width, should be 
easy to use and free running. For greater widths, double doors 
should be used but it is important to ensure that the required 
clearance is still provided when only a single leaf is open.

Thresholds

Door thresholds should be avoided where at all possible. If used, 
a ‘low-rise’ unit is preferred; the maximum height should be no 
more than 30mm. A threshold on one side of the door is far less 
of a arrier than thresholds on both sides of a door.

Ramp angles of incline 

The running slope on ramps should be as flat as possible, it must 
not exceed 6%. Cross slopes should be avoided as they make 
it difficult for the wheelchair user to steer a straight course. In 
cases where the difference in height levels exceeds 1m there 
should be additional assistance or a lift. 
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Signs and information boards

Signs and information boards

Information devices such as information boards, pictograms 
etc must be well lit. The size required for the characters, 
pictograms and symbols is dependent on the distance 
from which they are to be read. Recognition is considerably 
enhanced if contrasting colours are used. For people with a 
severe visual impairment or total blindness the information 
needs to be tactile i.e. text or symbols in relief and / or 
Braille. Information devices must be easy to understand and  
designed with the needs of disabled people in mind. The 
numerous, and varying, needs of people with visual and auditory 
impairments must all be taken into account.

Stairways

Colour contrast also helps the visually impaired to recognise 
the top and bottom steps of a staircase. The front edge 
of the step should be clearly indicated with a contrasting 
strip at least 40mm in width. The colour of handrails 
should also contrast with the wall behind them so that the 
visually impaired can recognise them more easily. Blind 
persons should be alerted as they approach the top and  
bottom of the staircase by the use of a differing, textured, floor 
finish and tactile markings on the handrail.

Glazing

Generally, the use of large areas of reflecting surfaces should 
be avoided. The difficulty in perceiving glass panels, both fixed 
and movable (such as particularly hazardous for people with 
partial sight who may recognise obstacles too late to avoid 
collision. It is therefore essential that the glass is marked with 
‘manifestation’ to provide a visual clue of an obstacle. 

Manifestation should be at eye level - which suggests dual-
height markings to cater for the ambulant, wheelchair users 
and children. The manifestation must contrast visually from 
the background against which it is viewed. The use of colour, 
especially those with ‘high luminance’ such as yellow, is 
particularly beneficial.

Corridors
Connecting routes should be of a simple and clear design to 
make navigation as easy as possible for everyone; particularly 
the visually impaired. Lighting should be effective, clear and 
dazzle-free. Linear lighting designs may be used to indicate 
the route. Projecting wall piers, half open doors, wide open 
windows, unexpected furniture and obstacles all represent a 
danger to the partially sighted and should be avoided.
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Planning software

Planning software

Meanwhile, safety and comfort have also become a central 
concern in designing barrier-free bathrooms. Numerous 
software manufacturers have incorporated this “shift” in 
requirements and demands into their bathroom planning 
software. In the meantime, elements such as a level-access 
shower, a comfortable shower seat which folds up, handrails for 
multiple use at the wash basin or toilet, convenient operating 
elements and intelligent functions have become standard 
planning details. Good design and innovative materials have 
also become indispensable in bathroom planning. 

Plan

View A View B View C

Bathroom planning
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Shower area planning

For people with reduced mobility - whether disability or age 
related - but who still look after their personal hygiene on a 
daily basis, showering is quicker and simpler than taking a bath, 
provided it is planned to be barrier-free.

It must be possible to enter the shower area either on foot or in a 
wheelchair without meeting a step and there must be sufficient 
manoeuvring space. Any slope in the shower floor must not exceed 
2% and the tiles or floor covering must have a non-slip texture. 

Shower cubicles according to DIN 18040-1

Shower cubicles must be designed at the same level as the 
adjacent floor and may not be more than 2cm lower. The 
transition should preferably be designed as an inclined surface.

Within the shower itself, horizontal grab bars must be fitted 
at a height of 85 cm above the finished floor surface (axial 
dimension); vertical grab bars must also be fitted if several 
operational elements (such as a grab bar and a control valve) 
have to be fitted above one another.

A folding shower seat with a depth of at least 45cm and a seat 
height of 46-48 cm is required.

A easy-to-operate smooth grab bar must be fitted on each 
site of the folding seat. The upper edge of the folding wall grab 
bars must be 28 cm above the seat height, and the front edge 
must project 15 cm beyond the seat. The distance between  
two folding grab bars must be 65 - 70 cm.

N.B.: A movable, stable shower seat may be used in place of the 
folding seat.





    Marking of standard construction shower handrails with shower head rails for all Care series

    Dimensioning of the standard construction shower handrails with shower head rails

Right version 
(Shower head rail right)

Right version 
(Shower head rail right)

Left version 
(Shower head rail left)

Left version 
(Shower head rail left)

a = Rail without shower rail

b = Rail with shower rail

c = Shower rail
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Shower area planning





850

(D) 460- 480

(D)   460- 480
(CH) 460

850

(D) 460- 480

(D)   460- 480
(CH) 460
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In addition to the basic requirements for shower use, various ty-
pes of equipment are possible:

Wall handrails, with or without a showerhead holder, are recom-
mended for support. 

Installing a wall-mounted shower seat will provide additional 
benefits for those with restricted movement by making showe-
ring both easier and more comfortable. 

Seats are available in many forms. Fixed, individual lift-up, sus-
pended, padded, with or without cut-outs, fold-up armrests, a 
backrest. The type can be chosen to suit particular disabilities.

Fold-up support rails can give support during transfer from 
wheel-chair to shower seat and a smooth running shower cur-
tain is also preferable.

Shower checklist

Soap dish To be provided at a height of 850mm.

Circulation / turning area not less than 1500 x 1500mm circulation area, in homes with 
limited wheelchair access, 1200 x 1200mm.

Shower The shower must not have a step threshold and must be ‘drive-in’ wheelchair-
accessible. Always ensure that a non-slip floor surface is used.

Door The door must open outwards. Alternatively, a sliding door is also acceptable.  
A grab bar mounted at 850mm will make pulling it closed easier. Automatic door 
operation is also possible.

Emergency call system The emergency call system must include a clear audible and visible signal. The 
pull cord must be reachable from the floor (200mm above floor level). The pull 
cord and emergency unit must be labelled „emergency unit for disabled shower”.

Handrails and grab rails Handrails and grab rails are to be mounted at a height of 850mm. A shower rail 
with hook-on showerhead should be included.

Shower, foldable shower 
seat

The depth of the seat should be at least 450mm, height 480mm and width 
400mm. The seat height - from upper edge - should be between 460 - 480mm. 
Versions with lift-up arm rests and padded seats are especially recommended. 

Other equipment Wheelchair compatible trays or places of deposit from approx. 300 x 500mm, 
should be provided at a mounting height of 850mm.

Contrast High-contrast design according to DIN 32975 provides supportive guidance.

Anti-ligature products
(PSY)

To accommodate high-risk suicide patients, increased safety requirements must 
be taken into account.

Adipositas When designing furnishings for obese people, special products which can 
withstand heavy loads of up to 300 kg must be taken into account during the 
product planning stage.

    Shower checklist
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Wash basin area planning

Three fundamental criteria for wash basin may be ascertained 
from the DIN standard requirements: 

 –  it must be possible to use the wash basin from a sitting 
position;

–  there must be leg room and room for the wheelchair under the 
basin;

–  the shape and size of the basin should allow hands and arms 
to be rested on it.

Correct wash basin height makes the daily washing process 
easier for disabled people and, where applicable, for the carer. 

Wash basins for disabled use are both deeper and wider  
than normal. The critical factors for wheelchair access under 
the wash basin are the height and shape of the basin and  
the use of concealed or non-projecting pipework.

The access under the basin is ensured through the fixing  
height, the shape of the basin and a concealed or flat design 
siphon.

A basin with rounded adges, shaped to suit the human form  
with wide surfaces to provide arm support, is recommended.

Wash basin area planning

- the standard covers under-basin wheelchair access

-  leg room 670mm with a width of 900mm regarding  
German standards DIN 18040-1/2
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230 V mains supply

- Schuko socket
- Flush mains socket
- Surface mounted mains
   socket 

Wash basin checklist

Wash basin requirement There must be a wheelchair compatible wash basin and the siphon must be con-
cealed or flat designed. The leg space must be at least 300mm deep and 670mm 
high. The height of the front edge of the wash basin must not exceed 800mm. 
Ergonomic wash basins incorporating armrest surfaces are recommended. 

Circulation, turning area A circulation space of 1500 x 1500mm is required, and in wheelchair-friendly ho-
mes 1200 x 1200mm.

Wash basin support rails Support rails can be provided to the left and right of the wash basin at a distance 
of approx. 100mm from the edge of the basin (not required acc. to German stand 
DIN 18024-2). The support rails can be rigidly mounted.

Paper dispenser,
 soap dispenser,
hand drier

Using of soap dispenser, paper dispenser and hand drier have to be a one-hand 
operation. Elements are to be fixed at a height of 850mm. A single sheet delivery 
is required from paper towel and tissue dispensers. Bins for disposal of hygiene 
goods and paper must be easy to operate. 

Mirror Adjustable mirrors are recommended, especially by a pre-wall mounting.

Shelves Suitable shelves are to be provided, and mounted at a height of 850mm.

Coat hook Coat hooks should be fixed at a height of 850 and 1500mm.

    Wash basin checklist

Contrast High-contrast design according to DIN 32975 provides supportive guidance.

Anti-ligature products
(PSY)

To accommodate high-risk suicide patients, increased safety requirements must 
be taken into account.

Adipositas When designing furnishings for obese people, special products which can 
withstand heavy loads of up to 300 kg must be taken into account during the 
product planning stage.
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WC area planning 

The circulation space of 1500 x 1500mm in front of the WC and 
the wash basin may overlap, but to the left and the right of the 
WC there must be a free space of at least 950 x 700mm (width x 
depth). There must be 300mm spacing from the side of the WC 
to the wall or fitting. 

All WCs shall have a seat height, including the toilet seat, of  
460 to 480mm. If necessary a custom seat height may be 
used. The seat height represents the average seat height of 
wheelchair users and aids transfer. This height is designed to 
ensure that the sitting position is stabilised by the person having 
both feet on the floor.

Grab rails and folding supports assist sitting and standing up 
and also transfer to and from the wheelchair.

WC area planning DIN 18040, part 2 
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WC area planning 

WC area planning DIN 18040, part 1  

A movement area in front (1500x1500mm) or beside the WC 
(950 x 950mm) is necessary in order to give wheelchair users 
the possibility to positionate and to seat. In a public building it is 
not possible to take each single physical limitation into account.
This is the reason why the planning should, as far as possible, 
include as many restrictions on mobility as possible. Hence, 
lift-up support rails must be fitted on both sides of the WC at 
a height of 280mm above upper edge of seat (DIN 18040-1). 
They should project 150mm beyond the front edge of the  
WC. The space between two lift-up support rails has to be  
650 to 700mm. The toilet paper must be within reach, on both 
sides, at the front.

Besides, including the emergency call unit and the WC flushing 
control in the support rail makes using the facility much easier 
and safer. The user must have the possibility to lean 550mm 
behind the front edge of the WC. Here a backrest should be 
fixed.

connection with mounting plate

Walls made of solid brick with concealed socket,  
60mm inner dia.

Lightweight walls with hollow-wall switch box,  
68mm dia. burr holes.

connection with roses
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Drilling template

Cavere® Care

Inox Care®

Cavere® Care

passend für / suitable for:

Cavere® Care / Inox Care®

- Stützklappgriffe / Duschspritzschutz / Wandstützgriffe 

- Lift-up support rail / Shower guard rail / Fixed wall  
   support rail

Cavere® Care

- Sitze / Shower seats

passend für / suitable for:

Nylon Care 

- Stützklappgriffe / Duschspritzschutz 

- Lift-up support rail / Shower guard rail
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WC checklist

Alarm It is important to ensure that the emergency alarm is effective (visually and acous-
tically). It must be tested frequently at regular intervals.

Fundamental  
principles

Wherever possible there should be a toilet with wheelchair access within easy  
reach on each floor of a building. All controls except the emergency call should be 
at a height of 850mm.

Circulation, 
turning area

A minimum area of 1500 x 1500mm, and in homes with limited wheelchair access, 
1200 x 1200mm, should be planed. For transfer from wheelchair to WC: a space 
950mm wide, 700mm deep.

WC door The door must open outwards and be capable of being opened from the outside 
in an emergency. A bar mounted at 850mm will make pulling it closed easier. An-
tomatic door operation is also possible.

Flushing system The flushing control should be located in the front half of the support rail. Elect-
ronic flushing is recommended as preferable. Large colour coded controls are re-
commended.

Lift-up support rails
DIN 18024/-25

DIN 18040

according to German standards DIN 18024/-25
The fold-up support rails with a tubular top rail are to be mounted at 850mm ab-
ove the floor. They should be a fold-up design and should be self-locking in the 
vertical and horizontal positions. The distance between the support rails must be 
700mm. The support rails must project 150mm beyond the front edge of the 
WC according to German standards DIN 18040.
From upper edge of the lift-up support rails, the rails are to be mounted at 280mm 
over the seat height of the WC.
They should operate with little effort and in self selected steps. 
The space between both rails should be 650 - 700mm. Lift-up support rails must 
project 150 mm beyond the front edge of the toilet bowl.

Emergency call 
system

The emergency call system must include a clearly audible and visible signal. The 
emergency cord must be within reach from the WC, the wash basin and from the 
floor (if possible, 200mm from the floor). The cord and the emergency unit must 
be clearly identified. It is recommended that the emergency unit be incorporated 
in the side support rails of the WC. 

WC The seat height (including the seat) is 480mm in accordance with DIN 18024/DIN 
18025. The depth of the WC is to be 700mm and a wall-mounted cantilever design 
is preferable. The seat must be sufficiently stable and, if necessary, versions with 
special buffers should be used for enhanced stability.

Paper roll holder A toilet roll holder is to be incorporated in each support rail.

    WC checklist

Contrast High-contrast design according to DIN 32975 provides supportive guidance.

Anti-ligature products
(PSY)

To accommodate high-risk suicide patients, increased safety requirements must 
be taken into account.

Adipositas When designing furnishings for obese people, special products which can 
withstand heavy loads of up to 300 kg must be taken into account during the 
product planning stage.
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Bath-tub area planning

The bath-tub itself is a barrier - but it does offer advantages 
from a therapeutic and convalescent perspective.

The size and the shape of the bath-tub shoud meet the overall  
requirements that people should be comfortable and relaxed 
in the bath. Broad edges as well as sufficient shelf facilities 
contribute to enhance that experience.

With the aid of support rails and grab rails both elderly and 
disabled people can often continue using the bath unassisted. 

Bath handrails, head supports and an overhead ladder are all 
to be recommended, depending on the nature of the physical 
disability of the user.

Additional assistance can be provided in the form of a bath 
hoist for lowering and raising themselves in and out of the bath 
unassisted.
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Equality Act 2010  
(formerly the DDA Act)

397 - 408
Overall requirements 
of Part M
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Building Regulations Part M – England & Wales

About this Design Guide

This Guide provides a concise summary of the essential aspects  
of accessibility in relation to doors and their associated hard-
ware.

To provide guidance on the selection of the most appropriate  
products typical examples, sourced from the NORMBAU pro-
duct portfolio, are shown in the blue tinted boxes throughout the 
Design Guide.

Approved Document M – 
2004 edition

The 2004 edition incorporating 2010 amendments of Approved 
Document M (ADM 04) of the Building Regulations for England 
and Wales was initially published in November 2003 and 
became effective May 1st, 2004. A set of corrections and 
changes to Approved Document M was published in June 2010.

It differs from the 1999 edition in that it takes a more ‘inclusive’ 
approach to access; not focusing solely on the needs of disabled 
people but also acknow ledging that access can be difficult for 
the population at large e.g. for parents with children and for 
people carrying luggage.

The sections that have been updated in this edition are concerned 
with non-domestic buildings; the sections on dwellings  
(6 to 10) having been reproduced exactly as in he 1999 edition.

Building Regulations in Scotland & Northern Ireland Technical 
Handbooks are published to guide specifiers in Scotland and 
Northern Ireland in much the same way as ADM but are not as 
detailed, offering little or no guidance in the specification of door 
hardware although the amended Technical Booklet (Part R) 
published in Northern Ireland does contain specific information 
related to handrailing and sanitary fittings. In most cases 
the Handbooks for Scotland refer specifiers to the guidance 
contained in BS 8300.

All covers and extracts from 2004 edition incorporating 2010 
amendments.

Permission to reproduce extracts from BS 8300:2001 is granted 
by BSI. British Standards can be obtained from:

BSI Customer Services

389 Chiswick High Road

London W4 4AL.

Tel: +44 (0)20 8996 9001.

email: cservices@bsi-global.com

Overall requirements of Part M

As with all parts of the Building Regulations, the main 
requirements are performance-based; the guidance in the 
Approved Document being just one way of satisfying those 
requirements. You are at liberty to propose other - perhaps 
innovative - solutions provided you can show that they achieve 
at least the same level of performance.

Part M1 of the revised Regulations requires that “reasonable 
provision shall be made for people to (a) gain access to, and 
(b) use, the building and its facilities”. However, it is noted that 
this requirement does not apply to parts of a building whose 
use is to enable services or fittings to be inspected, repaired or 
maintained.

M2 provides for suitable independent access to extensions, 
where reasonably practicable, except where there is suitable 
access to the extension through the existing buil ding.

M3 is concerned with sanitary accommodation. It ensures that, 
when a non-domestic building is extended, reasonable provision 
is made for sanitary accommodation for use by people both in 
the extension and the existing building.

M4 concerns sanitary accommodation in dwellings and is a 
repeat of M3 in the 1999 edition.

Where Part M applies

Part M applies not only to new developments but also to 
material alterations of existing buildings and changes of use to, 
for example, hotels, institutions, public buildings and shops.

Purpose-built student accommodation is now treated as if 
it were a hotel and is therefore subject to the non-domestic 
provisions of Part M and specific guidance for schools, 
particularly on staircases, is now included in the revised ADM.

The revised Part M applies to all developments whose plans 
were not fully passed by a Building Control body before May 1st, 
2004.
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Equality Act 2010

may be allowable but the courts are likely, for example, to hold 
a different view on a sole proprietor of a small shop to that of a 
national store chain with greater resources.

Reasonable adjustments

What is meant by ‘making reasonable adjustments’? 

Some adjustments relate to the way in which the service is pro-
vided and are generally the responsibility of management, for 
example:

• Changing a practice, policy or procedure

• Providing an auxiliary aid (e.g. an audio tape) or service

•  Providing a reasonable, alternative method of making the service 
available, where the presence of a “physical feature” makes it  
impossible (or unreason-ably difficult) to provide.

What is a ‘physical feature’?

A ‘physical feature’ includes:

•  any feature arising from the design or construction of the buil-
ding - such as a doorway - including the approach or access 
into it

•  any fixture, fitting, furnishing, furniture, equipment or materials 
brought into or in the building

•  From October 1st, 2004 (where it is not possible to provide the 
service in an alternative way) there is a duty to overcome the 
“physical feature” by:

   a. Removing it (e.g. re-positioning a display cabinet)

    b.  Altering it (e.g. widening a doorway or changing the door  
operating device)

   c.  Avoiding it (e.g. providing an alternative access route or  
method)

What is The Equality Act 2010

The first thing to emphasize is that The Equality Act 2010 (for-
merly the DDA) is civil rights legislation concerning discrimina-
tion; not the design and construction of buildings, per se.

Since it is not possible to pre-empt a legal challenge in any par-
ticular case, it is not correct to state that building works or buil-
ding products are ‘DDA-compliant’.

Suitably designed buildings and building products can only as-
sist people in meeting their duties under The Equality Act 2010 
(formerly DDA).

The implementation of legislation in 1996 made it a legal duty 
on those responsible for buildings used by the general public, 
and employers responsible for places of work, to ensure that the 
building and its facilities are accessible to disabled people. The 
Equality Act 2010 (formerly The DDA) is to make it a duty to avo-
id discrimination against disabled people and this duty requires 
that Service Providers make „reasonable“ adjustments to the 
design of the building in order to provide this universal level of 
access.

As an Act passed by the UK Parliament, the Equality Act 2010 
(formerly DDA) applies, and has the force of law, throughout  
the UK.

It is important to remember that the Disability Discrimination 
Act is a civil rights legislation and does not set out specific re-
quirements or guidance in the design of buildings. As such it is 
therefore not appropriate to attach any notion of conformity to 
products, such as „The Equality Act 2010 (formerly The DDA) 
compliant“ or „Conforms to The Equality Act 2010 (formerly The 
DDA) requirements“. The legislation came into force on 1st Oc-
tober 2004.

*Source: ODPM 2004

Duties to avoid discrimination in employment have been in place 
since 1996. 

The exemption from having to alter a physical feature if it met 
the guidance in the respective ADM when it was constructed 
can only be claimed up to 30 September 2004. After this date, 
the exemption no longer  applies and any alterations required to 
meet the needs of an individual employee must comply with the 
current Part M.

‘Service Providers’ are people or organisations that provide 
goods, services or premises direct to the general public - or a 
section of it - even if they are free of charge.

Examples of organisations providing services covered by the Act 
are:

• Government departments, local authorities and charitable
   trusts

• Hotels, restaurants and public houses

• Banks, post offices and building societies

• Sports and leisure centres

• Courts, hospitals and clinics

Note:  
for educational establishments refer to ‘SENDA’ (page 408) the 
Equality Act 2010 makes it unlawful for Service Providers to di-
scriminate against disabled people for reasons pertaining to 
their disability, unless it can be justified. This duty is neg lected 
if Service Providers fail to make ‘reasonable adjustments’ to 
facilitate use of the service. Justification on economic grounds 
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Building Regulations Part M – England & Wales

The relationship between the Equality Act 2010 
and Part M

Any material alterations will need to satisfy Part M and the 
guidance in ADM will be the first reference point for physical 
alterations in seeking to fulfil obligations under the Equality Act 
2010 (formerly DDA). Where certain issues are not specifically 
covered in Part M, the guidance in BS 8300 will tend to be the 
next reference document to be consulted.

Any new building or alterations to existing buildings, in order to  
satisfy obligations under the The Equality Act 2010 (formerly 
the DDA), must comply (in England & Wales) with The Building  
Regulations, and in particular, the 2004 edition of Approved 
Document M, ADM which became effective in May 2004. Where  
certain issues are not covered in ADM, further reference will be 
made to BS 8300.

Exemptions under the Equality Act 2010 (formerly DDA)

For existing buildings, where a ‘physical feature’ was constructed 
in  accordance with the technical guidance described in previous  
editions of ADM (i.e.1992 or 1999), there is no obligation to alter 
that ‘physical feature’ if less than 10 years has passed from the 
date it was constructed. This is providing the ‘physical feature’ 
continues to comply with that guidance.

N.B. This exemption only applies to those aspects that were 
covered in the previous editions of ADM. Exemption could be 
claimed for the width of a door opening (as effective clear width 
requirements are included in the previous editions) but issues 
relating to door opening furniture, door opening forces or visual 
contrast will not be granted exemption.
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Bathroom planning
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Bathroom planning
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Bathroom planning
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Door opening – Lever and pull handles

Main issues for accessibility

The main issues for lever and pull handles in relation to acces-
sibility are:

• the ability to grip and operate the door opening furniture

• the need to avoid clothing being caught

• the need for ‘visual contrast’

• avoiding cold, external tactile surfaces

Grip and convenient operation

This issue relates to the diameter of the lever or pull handle, the 
spacing from the face of the door and its shape.

ADM does not detail the dimensions or shape of door opening 
furniture.

BS 8300 (Figure 17) however, indicates that a circular section 
lever handle should be at least 19mm dia. and the spacing from 
the face of the door should be no less than 45mm. There is a 
clear preference, both in ADM and BS 8300, for lever handles 
rather than knob furniture.

Some applications, mental health and penal institutions for 
example, may demand specially designed ‘anti-ligature’ or 
‘anti-barricade’ knobs. In such exceptional circumstances it is 
reasonable to assume that the risks associated with self harm 
take precedence over access concerns. This is a good example 
of an access statement being used to note a reasoned  departure 
from accepted guidance.

ADM – 2.17 states “Manually-operated non-powered entrance 
doors will satisfy Requirement M1 or M2 if :

c. where fitted with a latch, the door opening furniture can be 
operated with one hand using a closed fist, e.g. a lever handle”.

BS 8300 - 6.5.1 Door opening furniture states: “Wherever 
possible, door opening furniture with a lever action should be 
used, as door furniture with a spherical, circular or similar design 
is difficult to use by people with, for instance, arthritis or a weak 
grip.

It should be possible to operate door opening furniture one 
handed, without tightly grasping it or twisting the wrist, e.g. by 
using a closed fist”.

BS 8300 also recommends that the end of the lever is returned 
towards the face of the door. This avoids loose clothing being 
caught and aids grip, in that it helps prevent the user’s hand 
slipping from the lever. This is particularly important as many 
elderly, infirm or disabled persons use the lever handle to 
support themselves.

Although BS 8300 only provides the term ‘generous length’ for 
lever  handles, best practice derived from ergonomic studies 
suggests an internal dimension of approximately 100mm.

The need for visual contrast

Most people with a visual impairment have some residual 
sight so, for them to move about independently, it is important 
to be able to distinguish key objects in the environment. It is 
beneficial if door opening  furniture contrasts visually against its 
background.

The definition in ADM (0.29), based on guidance from The 
Department for Trans port, advises that visual contrast is 
satisfactory where there is a  difference of at least 30 points in 
Light Reflectance Value (on an absolute scale of 1 to 100).

ADM – 2.17 states: “Manually-operated non-powered entrance 
doors will satisfy Requirement M1 or M2 if : d. all door opening 
furniture contrasts visually with the surface of the door.”

BS 8300 – 6.5.1 Door opening furniture states:  “All door 
furniture should contrast in colour and luminance with the 
surface of the door, for easy identification by visually impaired 
people”. An amendment to BS8300 (March, 2005) proposes 
that a difference of 20 points may be sufficient for the majority 
of applications.

Light Reflectance Value (LRV)

LRV is a measure of “brightness” or “luminance”. It is a measure 
of the total amount of light reflected from a surface. For 
example, a black surface will absorb most of the light falling on 
it, giving an LRV of less than 10. 

A white surface will reflect most of the light falling on it so it will 
have a correspondingly high figure, typically near 90. In between 
these extremes fall the LRVs of coloured surfaces. A person with 
a visual disability. 
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Door opening – Lever and pull handles

* A = Bolt through rose fixing   B = Spindle fixing   C = Bolt through rose & spindle fixing

Product Selector - 
Door Opening

Product Range	 NORMBAU  NORMBAU STEEL

 NYLON LINE CORED NYLON

Lever fixing method (*see codes below) A A/B/C

Safety lever design • •

Lever diameter meets minimum requirement •  •

Hand space meets minimum requirement • •

Generous internal grip width • •

Range of finishes available
 10 10

 colours colours

‘Not cold to the touch’ • •

EN 1906 Compliant	 •	 •

NORMBAU recommend using door opening hardware with the 
colour being chosen according to the light reflectance characte-
ristics of the door surface.

NORMBAU recommend the use of steel cored nylon door 
hardware furniture for use on manu ally-operated external doors.

The table below illustrates each range’s ability to meet all the 
guidance in ADM and BS 8300.

Research study

may well have difficulty in identifying the colour accurately but 
will be able to perceive some light being reflected from the 
surface.

Research conducted by Sheffield Hallam University has 
identified combinations of finishes for door operating furniture 
and door surfaces which either meet, or do not meet, the 30 point 
difference criterion. The  researchers used a spectrophotometer 
to measure the LRV of all NORMBAU colour and Briton metallic 
finishes against a wide range of coloured laminate and wood 
veneer door surfaces.

The results showed:

•  Coloured handles with high light reflectance values - White, 
Ivory and Yellow - contrast well with darker laminated door 
facings.

•  Conversely, those with low light reflectance - Dark Grey, Green, 
Red, Blue, Brown, Dark Green, Dark Red, Dark Blue and Black - 
contrast well with lighter laminated door facings.

•  Light coloured wooden veneers - such as Ash crown cut, Koto, 
white Beech and Maple crown cut – only reflect around half 
the light falling on them. Nevertheless, when used with the 
darker coloured lever handles, an acceptable LRV difference is 
achieved.

•  Darker coloured wooden veneers offer less choice. Red oak 
crown cut, steamed Beech, Cherry crown cut, American white 
oak crown cut and Sapele provide sufficient contrast only 
when partnered by White and Ivory nylon handles

•  Metal handles present a more complex argument when the  
range of available surface finishes is considered. Relative 
contrast is susceptible to change according to external 
factors such as the level of ambient and / or cast light.  
Fading or darkening of wood veneers may, over time, add 
further variance.

    No product is ‘good’ or ‘bad’ in its own right. The critical factor  
for consideration is the combination of elements and the  
circumstances of the application.

Although the recent ‚relaxation‘ in the ‚visual contrast‘ guidance 
- from 30 points to 20 points - may allow greater scope when 
considering combinations of finishes, the general principles 
established by these results remains valid.
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Door opening – Lever and pull handles

Actual perception - i.e. the ability to locate door opening 
furniture on a door face as distinct from pure laboratory studies 
- is a subject for much discussion. The practices employed 
by people with impaired vision in the context of approaching 
a door are also a consideration. The Research Group for 
Inclusive Environments (RGIE) has undertaken further research 
specifically related to this area. In summary, its findings support 
the 20 point ‚rule‘ (BS8300 : 2001 Amendment 1) as being a 
reasonable level of visual contrast between door furniture and 
a door surface.

‘Coldness to the touch’

In the depths of winter, a bare metal surface can become 
extremely cold to the touch. While most people merely 
experience discomfort, for some the effect can be painful. For 
this reason both ADM and BS 8300 refer to the desirability of 
external door opening furniture and handrails being “not cold 
to the touch” or “warm to the touch” respectively; and BS 8300 
further suggests that wood or nylon might be suitable finishes.

ADM – 2.17 states: “Manually-operated non-powered entrance  
doors will satisfy Requirement M1 or M2 if: d. all door opening  
furniture contrasts  visually with the surface of the door and is not 
cold to the touch ”

BS 8300 – 6.5.1 Door opening furniture states: “External handles 
on an entrance door should be warm to the touch”.For a building 
to be considered fully accessible it is therefore preferable if 
bare metal handles and handrailing are avoided for external 
applications. In any case, the greater emphasis on the use of 
powered entrance doors will reduce the reliance on manual door 
opening furniture.

Main issues for accessibility

The main issues for lock and latch cases in relation to accessi-
bility are:

•  the minimum distance from the door edge to the centre of the 
keyway – known as ‘backset’

•  the distance between the handle follower and the centre of the 
keyway – known as lock ‘centres’

Although ADM does not specifically address latch and lock 
cases, BS 8300 (Figure 17) states a minimum backset of 54mm. 
BS 8300 also gives the following recommendations on lock 
centres.

BS 8300 – 6.5.3.2 - Locks and latches states: “Lever handles 
should be used wherever possible in conjunction with an upright 
mortice lock / latch.”

“To ensure that people with impaired vision and/or dexterity 
have unobstructed access to the keyway, the cylinder should 
either be above the lever handle or the minimum distance 
between the handle and the keyway of the locking mechanism 
should be 72mm.”

By meeting these minimum dimensions accessibility is improved. 
Greater space is created, both around the operational parts of 
the lock and  between these parts and the door frame when 
the door is closed. This  allows better key access and easier 
operation, especially for those with limited manual dexterity.

NORMBAU Nylon Line - is a range of door furniture available in 
a variety of styles and sizes. It can be supplied either complete 
with roses or backplates, or separately. Levers can be supplied 
 in solid ylon or steel cored nylon for extra strength. The end of 
the lever is returned towards the door face.

NORMBAU Combi Line - combines aesthetic, high quality 
stainless steel elements with the durability of nylon providing 
long-lasting products with anti-corrosive and fade resistant 
properties.

In addition to meeting all the recommendations on accessibility, 
these products also comply with the latest mechanical perfor-
mance standards contained in EN 1906.

NORMBAU Nylon
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Door opening – Lever and pull handles

According to ADM 04, external hand railing and door opening 
furniture on entrance doors should be ‘not cold to the touch’; 
currently BS 8300 recommends wood or nylon as  suitable 
finishes.

This requirement seeks to avoid unnecessary discomfort or pain 
for people who may need to grip or hold onto an external surface 
support.
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Related Documentation

Access Statements

The main issues for lever and pull handles in relation to 
accessibility are:

• the ability to grip and operate the door opening furniture

• the need to avoid clothing being caught

• the need for ‘visual contrast’

• avoiding cold, external tactile surfaces

An ‘Access Statement’ is a document produced after due 
consideration of access requirements including, usually, the 
undertaking of an ‘Access Audit’. It is intended to accompany all 
plan submissions; firstly at the planning stage and then when 
seeking Building Control approval. Although not mandatory, it is 
seen as a vital document that will:

• set out the designers’ strategy for providing reasonable access

•  confirm that the design follows the guidance in ADM or describe 
in which respects alternative solutions are proposed

•  give details of the expert advice obtained and / or any new 
research  carried out in support of any proposed, alternative 
solution

•  include all the information needed by planning or building con-
trol bodies when considering an application; thus encouraging 
a faster response

•  remain with the building’s log book (like the Health & Safety 
file) so that, if the building is to be altered in the future, the 
reasons for previous  design decisions are clearly documented.

The Access Statement is thought to be particularly relevant to 
heritage buildings, where there are likely to be more constraints 
on the full application of the guidance in ADM. Similarly, there 
may be hazardous areas within a large industrial plant where full 
independent access would present unacceptable risks to some 
people, such as elderly people or children.

In the event of a civil action being brought under the Equality Act 
2010 (formerly DDA) it is likely that the Access Statement will be 
called upon in support of the arguments for deviation from ADM 
or other accepted guidance. It is important therefore that the 
reasoning bears scrutiny, as ill-founded or frivolous arguments 
are likely to fail any test of ‘reasonableness’.

Further guidance on Access Statements is published by the 
Disability Rights Commission (www.drc-gb.org).

Ultimately the duty lies with the person/s providing the service. 
If, howe ver, you are responsible for advising a client on the design 
of a building or, say, a facilities manager responsible for the fabric 
of a building, you will need to be aware of the issues concerning 
its use by disabled people in order to give sound advice.

SENDA (Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001) 
amends Part IV of the DDA to establish legal rights for existing 
and potential pupils and students with disabilities. Although 
the Equality Act 2010 (formerly DDA) specifically excludes 
educational services from the provisions relating to goods, 
facilities and services, it does cover non-educational services 
carried out from an  educational building.

Like the Equality Act 2010 (formerly DDA), the duties for 
education are to be introduced in stages. Most of the Act was 
implemented on September 1st, 2002; the duty to provide 
auxiliary aids a year later and the requirement to alter “physical 
features” is due to come into force in September 2005. The 
 effect on the design and construction of educational buildings 
will then be similar to that shown for buildings where there  
are services provided to the general public.

BS 8300: 2001, “Design of buildings and their approaches 
to meet the needs of disabled people – Code of practice”, 
published in October 2001, provides guidance on good practice 
in the design of buildings so that they are convenient for use by 
disabled people.

Many of the recommendations are based on the results of desk 
studies and ergonomic trials. Where no validated research was 
available, recommendations were drawn from accepted good 
practice.

BS 8300 was the subject of an amendment (March 2005) and, 
as the most recently released document, much of its guidance is 
viewed as an ‚acceptable alternative‘ to that stated in Building 
Regulations ADM 04.

Hospital Technical Memoranda represent technical guidance 
to be applied in Healthcare buildings. HTM 58 (Door sets) and 
HTM 59 (Ironmongery) are now over two decades old and the 
guidance, particularly on issues  relating to disabled people, is 
not in line with current best practice.

These documents are also under review and likely to be updated 
and republished in 2006, therefore we have not included details 
of this guidance.
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Antibac

Antibacterial protection 
NORMBAU produces a range of improved hygiene products with integ-

rated Antibac antibacterial protection.  

What is antibacterial protection?

Antibac is built-in to Cavere® products in scratch-resistent 
powder coating and to solid products during manufacture 
to provide an extra level of hygiene. This provides added 
antibacterial protection for the products, preventing the 
growth of harmful micro-organisms such as bacteria, mould 
and mildew. Antibac technology combined with conventional 
cleaning methods helps to improve standards of hygiene and 
offers added protection wherever it is used.

How does antibacterial protection in NORMBAU 
products actually work?

Antibac is incorporated into the scratch-resistant powder coating / 
polymer structure of the material during the manufacturing 
process and is thus evenly distributed throughout the product. 
Once bacteria come into contact with the Antibac surface, the 
technology works by disrupting its biological functioning, the 
lifecycle cannot proceed and the bacteria then die. NORMBAU 
products featuring Anntibac offer targeted product protection.

For how long does antibacterial protection remain 
effective?

Since Antibac protection is built into the product during manu-
facture, it cannot be washed or wiped off. Antibac protects the 
products over their entire lifetime. 

The antibacterial properties of silver have been known for cen-
turies.

Testing by independent laboratories

Antibac technology has been proven to be safe and effective 
in extensive testing by independent laboratories and has an 
excellent track record of success over many years in use.  

Within Europe, it is registered for all intended applications in 
accordance with the BPD (Biocidal Products Directive) and with 
the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) in the US. 

This information is based upon standard laboratory tests 
(ISO 22196) and is provided for comparative purposes to 
substantiate antimicrobial activity for non-public health 
applications.

Unprotected

 2 hours 

16 hours 

24 hours 

Antibac

antibacterial  

protection

Antibac
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Bathroom products

925 series

Whilst developing products to meet the special hygiene require-

ments of hospitals, clinics, doctors’ surgeries, care and nursing ho-

mes we have paid special attention to a number of factors.

Cleaning

All products can be removed for cleaning. By pressing on the rubber 
seal on the underside, the top part of the wall mounting can be  
removed for cleaning (dishwasher safe). 

A wrap round rubber seal on the wall mounting prevents the 
ingress of moisture and the internal spaces are hermetically 
sealed. 

The upper parts and the wall mounting are easy to clean as 
there are no gaps or dirt-collecting corners. The surfaces are 
smooth and the external shape of the fixing components are 
closed off with screw covers.

The wrap-round rubber ring also provides a seal between the  
mounting and the wall. 

NORMBAU Antibac 

The option to specify these NORMBAU products with built-in 
NORMBAU Antibac protection is both unique and highly desira-
ble. 

NORMBAU Antibac can make a major contribution to the ove-
rall effec tiveness of the cleaning regime and helps to combat 
cross-contamination infection.

The incidence rate for pathogenic diseases has risen signifi- 
cantly in recent years, as have the consequential deaths. This is 
now a critical concern in the healthcare sector. 

Full details are available separately.

Security against theft

Anti-theft protection can be set as required. By inser-
ting the Allen key (provided) through the hole in the un-
derside of the rubber seal and turning it fully home in a 
clockwise direction, the top section is locked and can-
not be removed. The covers on the fixing screw also provi-
de further anti-tamper protection against theft as they are  
difficult to remove.

Ruggedness

From the start, these products are designed to be vandal- 
resistant. Designed with extra large mounting surfaces for  
added strength and secured by long ‘Spax’ screws.

Fixing

Fixing time is reduced up through the use of self-adhesive 
templates. For wall mounting, the oval fixing holes allow 

easy horizontal and vertical alignment.

Materials:

The upper and lower parts are made of Polyamid.
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Assistance in planning

With NORMBAU barrier-free products, the highest standards 
are applied during development, when selecting materials and 
during manufacture. Our quality products are manufactured 
with great care and vigilance according to DIN EN ISO 9001: 
Manufactured in 2008. 

The load values required by DIN are exceeded in all Care series. 
Solid, corrosion-protected steel cores in the Nylon Care series 
guarantee optimum stability. 

Ergonomic handle designs and material surfaces which provide 
a pleasant and soothing feel ensure a slip-resistant grip and 
offer the greatest possible safety in wet areas. 

Innovative materials and substances with anti-bacterial 
properties combine research with product benefits in sanitary 
areas, setting our products apart from the rest. 

Barrier-free products

The      mark indicates that the products showing this sign con-
form with the requirements of the European laws. The corres- 
ponding NORMBAU sanitary fittings fulfil the requirements of  
the Medizinproduktegesetz »MPG«.

TÜV Rheinland

Benefits of TÜV testing:
The TÜV Rheinland Product Service tests and certifies NORMBAU 
accessible fittings. 
In addition to the internal testing conducted regularlyat  
NORMBAU‘s premises, the TÜV Rheinland Product Service  
provides certification based on:

•  static strength test (extreme load with a safety factor of 1.5)

•   dynamic strength test  
 (permanent load tests in practical situations)

•   electrical safety test for electronic and radio-controlled switches

•   examination of instructions for installation and use

•   production site test, annual production inspection

•   inspection of technical documents
 
•   parts lists and production documents, specifications of the  
 materials 
 used, risk analysis report, EC declarations of conformity under the  
 Medicinal Products Directive 93/42/EEC 

•   proofs of biological compatibility, clinical assessment
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Maintenance and Cleaning

Cavere® Care
NORMBAU powder-coated products have a smooth surface that is ea-
sy to clean. To preserve the high quality powder coating of our products 
for many years, it is important to clean and care for them appropriately.

Minor soiling can be removed with a cloth dipped in water to which a 
neutral cleaning product (e.g. detergent) has been added. Rinse off 
immediately using clean, cold water. A wash-leather or microfibre cloth 
can be used to remove smears or any drops of water.

Abrasive or strong acid/alkaline cleaning agents should never be used.
Heavy soiling on metallic coatings should be removed as quickly as 
possible, as dried-on dirt left on the products can often only be remo-
ved using abrasive cleaning agents, which may cause damage to the 
powder coating or result in a colour change.

Cleaning agents should not be left to act for more than an hour. If ne-
cessary, the cleaning process may be repeated after at least 24 hours.

Greasy, oily or rusty substances can be removed using alcohol-based 
cleaners or bathroom cleaners. Adhesive residues can be removed in 
the same way, but products should not be cleaned using solvents. If 
disinfection is necessary, normal disinfectants can be used in recom-
mended concentrations. Additional, preservative cleaning can be un-
dertaken once or twice a year.

When using cleaning products and disinfectants, manufacturers› inst-
ructions must always be followed.  Owing to the properties of powder 
coatings and the risks of a change in colour and/or effect, we recom-
mend always checking the suitability of cleaning products and dis-
infectants.

The upholstered seats should preferably be treated with mild commercial 
cleaning agents and disinfectants with a low alcohol content, such as the 
compound preparation Micro (combined cleaning agent and disinfec-
tant), Meltan (cleaning agent) from the company ECO Point in Schüttorf, 
using Terralin and Meliseptol as surface disinfectants. Products  
containing bleach may cause staining. Care products containing colour 
should not be left on for long periods. Avoid exposing upholstered seats 
to temperatures over 80°C!

Cavere® Chrome
Abrasive sponges and scouring agents should not be used to clean our 
Cavere Chrome products. We also advise against the use of cleaners 
containing solvent or acid, limescale removers, vinegar and cleaning 
agents containing acetic acid.

The chrome surface can be cleaned using a little soap on a damp 
cloth. Limescale stains can be avoided by drying the tap after every 
use. If limescale deposits still build up, you can remove these using 
an environmentally friendly cleaning agent. The appropriate cleaning 
agent should only be left on for a short time before being rinsed 
thoroughly with water.

In areas with hard water, it may be necessary to clean the chrome 
surface at specific intervals. Please observe the following points when 
cleaning: 

–   Residues from toiletries such as shampoo, shower gel or liquid soap 
should be removed quickly as these can leave permanent stains.

–   Harsh cleaning methods and aggressive cleaning agents can  
damage surfaces and even penetrate the inside of the products.  

–   Do not apply spray cleaners directly to the chrome surface.  
Spray the cleaning agent onto a soft cloth and use this to wipe the 
surface instead.

–   Use clean water to rinse the chrome surface thoroughly after  
cleaning.

–   Do not use any cleaning agents that contain hydrochloric acids, 
formic acids, chlorine bleaching or acetic acids, as these can cause 
considerable damage.

–   Be sure to treat limescale stains and other types of soiling correctly. 
Any damage caused as a result of improper treatment shall not be 
covered under warranty.

Inox Care
The chromium – nickel – steel used by NORMBAU can be used in 
nearly all areas as well with frequent and high strain as in stressed 
surroundings.

However, without maintenance and when using aggressive cleaners 
also a stainless steel can become rusty. Basically a damage of the 
passive protection layer which is formed as a reaction between stainless 
steel and oxygen has to be avoided. 

With insignificant strain the surface of stainless steel does not require 
special treatment. However with highly used products or in aggressive 
surroundings as for example in swimming pools, coastal and industrial 
areas a regular cleaning and maintenance is required.

For this purpose the trade offers special stainless steel cleaners and 
preservative. Normally acid-free common household cleaners can be 
used for minor contaminations.

Absolutely unsuitable for the use with stainless steel are cleaners  
containing acetic, hydrochlorid or citric acid and cleaning sponges 
made of steel wool.

The corrodibility of stainless steel is for example in swimming pools 
highly dependent on the water quality. Following limit may not be 
exceeded or fallen short even not for a short period of time:

NORMBAU standard stainless steel: 
chloride ion max. 150 mg / l    pH value 7,0 – 7,8 
1.4301 (A2 – AISI 304)

Following are some examples of inexpert handling of stainless steel 
and the consequences:

-   Use of tools which show extracts of normal steel. Through the 
transmission of the iron particles corrosion develops

-   Use of inferior fixing materials. For example: steel screws will transfer 
corrosion to stainless steel through contact.

-   After installation of the stainless steel products they are cleaned with 
acid cleaners. After a short period of time the stainless steel becomes 
rusty at all points which have been in contact with the acid cleaner

-   Spot-drilling of the steel reinforcements in the concrete leads to rust 
which comes out of the drilling and settles on the stainless steel

-   Settlement of rust film on the stainless steel. There may be iron 
particles in the air for example from grinding of normal steel

-   Water with a high concentration of salt or chloride causes pitting 
corrosion at the transition from water to air.

Keeping to our recommendations, using suitable cleaners and 
preservative, expert handling and avoiding above mentioned influences 
the stainless steel 1.4301 (A2 – AISI 304) used by NORMBAU as a 
standard is very universal and anti-corrosive. In case of doubt cleaners 
should first be tested at invisible places or the manufacturer should be 
consulted.

Nylon Care
NORMBAU nylon products with easy clean surface are available with 
either a smooth or non-slip textured surface.

Using a moistened cloth or sponge will usually remove any surface dirt, 
wipe dry with a soft, dry cloth.

For heavier soiling we recommend the use of commercial cleaners that 
are commonly available with ionic or anionic cleaning agents.

Greasy and oily stains should be removed using cotton wool saturated 
in white spirit.

Lime deposits caused by condensation can be removed by any 
commercially available soluble cleaner but care should be taken to 
follow the manufacturer‘s guidelines.

In order to disinfect the respective article - if necessary - you can use 
commercial cleaners.

Cleaning solutions that contain acid, alcohol or scourers should not be 
used and special attention should be paid to the manufacturer‘s usage 
instructions.

It is recommended that a patch test be carried out on the respective 
article before using any commercial cleaner.
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a2

L (mm) a1

a2

a1

a2

Farbe 019: weißer Duschvorhang mit Struktur Farbe 051: weißer Duschvorhang mit ovalem Dekor

Farbe 054: weißer Duschvorhang mit weißen Diagonalstreifen

Farbe 052: grauer Duschvorhang mit ovalem Dekor

Duschvorhänge

·  Höhe 2000 mm, Breite … mm,

·   für Duschvorhangstangen

·   aus 100% Polyester, dauerhaft anti- 
bakteriell, fungizid, lieferbar in: 

- Farbe 019: weiß mit Struktur,

 -  Farbe 051: weiß mit ovalem Dekor,

 -  Farbe 052: grau mit ovalem Dekor,

 -  Farbe 053: hellgrau mit cavere® Aufdruck,

 - Farbe 054: weiß mit Diagonalstreifen.

·   Ausführung Duschvorhang schwer  
entflammbar, 
- Farbe 059: weiß aus Trevira CS,  
- fungizid, 
-  Baustoffklasse B1 DIN 4102 schwer  

entflammbar,
·   bis 30 Grad waschbar,

·  geeignet zur Desinfektion bis 60 Grad,

·   schnelltrocknend, wasserabweisend,

·   mit vernickelten Messing-Ösen für  
Vorhangringe,

·  mit umlaufendem Saum und einge- 
 arbeitetem beschichtetem Bleiband,

·  weitere Maße auf Anfrage.

zwischen zwei Wänden L-Form U-Form

Farbe 059: weißer Duschvorhang, schwer entflammbar

Shower curtains

Colour 019: white shower curtain with structure Colour 051: white shower curtain with oval pattern

Colour 054: white shower curtain with diagonal stripes

Colour 052: grey shower curtain with oval pattern

Colour 059: white shower curtain, flame retardant

Shower curtains

·  height 2000mm, width … mm,

·   for shower curtain rails

·   made of 100% polyester, long-lasting  
antibacterial, fungicidal, available in: 
- colour 019: white with structure, 
- colour 051: white with oval pattern,  
- colour 052: grey with oval pattern,

 -  colour 053: light grey with cavere® logo,
 - colour 054: white with diagonal stripes.

·   Shower curtain type hardly inflammable 
- colour 059: white, material Trevira CS,  
- fungicidal, 
- Building material category B1, DIN 4102, 
- hardly inflammable,

·   till 30°C washable,

·  suitable for desinfection, up to 60°C,

·   quick drying and water repellent,

·   with hanger suspension and  
Velcro fastening,

·  hemmed and with a sewn in coated lead   
 band,

·  further dimensions on request.

between two walls L-Form U-Form
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0787 310 …

0787 320 …

0787 330 …

0787 340 …

0787 350 …

0787 360 …

0787 370 …

0787 380 …

0787 390 …

0787 610 …

0787 620 …

0787 630 …

0787 640 …

0787 650 …

0787 660 …

0787 660 …

0787 670 …

9

11

13

15

16

18

20

22

24

24

27

27

29

33

35

35

39

1200 x 2000 mm

1500 x 2000 mm

1800 x 2000 mm

2100 x 2000 mm

2400 x 2000 mm

2700 x 2000 mm

3000 x 2000 mm

3300 x 2000 mm

3600 x 2000 mm

1200 x 2000 mm 
2400 x 2000 mm

1500 x 2000 mm 
2400 x 2000 mm

1500 x 2000 mm 
2700 x 2000 mm

1800 x 2000 mm 
 3000 x 2000 mm

1800 x 2000 mm 
3300 x 2000 mm

1800 x 2000 mm 
3300 x 2000 mm

2100 x 3600 mm 
3600 x 2000 mm

054 059052051

PG 1900

910 mm

1180 mm

1450 mm

1730 mm 800 mm

1000 mm

1200 mm

1400 mm

1500 mm

800 mm

900 mm

1000 mm

1100 mm

1200 mm

1300 mm

1400 mm

1500 mm

2000 mm

L (mm)

019

a2

a1a2

1200 x 2000 mm 
2100 x 2000 mm

a1

a2

1100 mm2200 mm

69,00 ¤

79,50 ¤

89,00 ¤

94,50 ¤

98,00 ¤

104,00 ¤

109,00 ¤

117,00 ¤

125,00 ¤

163,00 ¤

167,00 ¤

177,00 ¤

183,00 ¤

199,00 ¤

205,00 ¤

205,00 ¤

213,00 ¤

144,00 ¤ 144,00 ¤

171,00 ¤ 171,00 ¤

197,00 ¤ 197,00 ¤

227,00 ¤ 227,00 ¤

254,00 ¤ 254,00 ¤

281,00 ¤ 281,00 ¤

309,00 ¤ 309,00 ¤

338,00 ¤ 338,00 ¤

366,00 ¤ 366,00 ¤

369,00 ¤ 369,00 ¤

399,00 ¤ 399,00 ¤

424,00 ¤ 424,00 ¤

452,00 ¤ 452,00 ¤

509,00 ¤ 509,00 ¤

537,00 ¤ 537,00 ¤

537,00 ¤ 537,00 ¤

590,00 ¤ 590,00 ¤

83,50 ¤

95,500 ¤

107,00 ¤

112,00 ¤

116,00 ¤

124,00 ¤

131,00 ¤

141,00 ¤

150,00 ¤

196,00 ¤

201,00 ¤

211,00 ¤

218,00 ¤

239,00 ¤

247,00 ¤

247,00 ¤

259,00 ¤

Ösen-
anzahl

Duschvorhangstange

Bestell-Nr.Gesamtlänge
Total length

Schenkellänge

Bezeichnung 
Duschvorhang

Lieferumfang:
 zwei Duschvorhänge

Shower curtains

Eyelets

Shower curtain rail

Product codeTotal length Side length Product description
shower curtain

Delivery:
two shower curtains
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Certificate

ZERTIFIKAT 

TUV Rheinland of North America, Inc. 
295 Foster Street, Suite 100, Littleton, MA 01460 

bescheinigt hiermit, dass das Unternehmen  

Durch ein Audit, Bericht Nr. 4146, 
wurde der Nachweis erbracht, dass die Forderungen der 

ISO 9001:2008 
erfüllt sind. 

Weitere Auskünfte bezüglich Geltungsbereich dieses Zertifikats und der Anwendbarkeit der 
ISO 9001:2008 Anforderungen können von TRNA bezogen werden. 

Zertifikat-Registrier-Nr. 

74 300 4146 
 Ausgabedatum Gültig bis 
 25, März 2016 29, August 2018 

Revisions datum 03/06/2016 
Datum der Zertifizierungsentscheidung 25/03/2016 

Zertifizierung von Managementsystemen 
 

Normbau Beschläge und Ausstattungs GmbH  
Schwarzwaldstr. 15 
D-77871 Renchen 

Germany 

für den Geltungsbereich 

Entwicklung, Herstellung und Vertrieb von  
barrierefreien und sanitären Ausstattungen,  

Baubeschlägen, elektronischen Zutritts- 
Kontrollsystemen, Geländern, Handläufen 

und Briefkastensystemen.   
ein Qualitätsmanagementsystem eingeführt hat und anwendet. 

CERTIFICATE 

TUV Rheinland of North America, Inc. 
295 Foster Street, Suite 100, Littleton, MA 01460 

Hereby certifies that 

An audit was performed and documented in Report No 4146. 
Proof has been furnished that the requirements according to 

ISO 9001:2008 
are fulfilled. 

Further clarification regarding the scope of this certificate and the applicability of 
ISO 9001:2008 requirements may be obtained by contacting TRNA. 

Certificate Registration No. 

74 300 4146 
 Certificate Issue Date Certificate Expiration Date 
 March 25, 2016 August 29, 2018 

Revised 6/3/2016 
Certification Decision 3/25/2016 

Certification of Management Systems 
 

 
 

Normbau Beschläge und Ausstattungs GmbH 
 

 

Schwarzwaldstr. 15 
D-77871 Renchen 

Germany 
 

has established and maintains a quality management system for the 
 

 

Development, production and sale of accessibility  
for all and bathroom fittings, architectural hardware, 

electronic access control systems, balustrades,  
handrails and letter boxes. 
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CERTIFICATE 

TUV Rheinland of North America, Inc. 
295 Foster Street, Suite 100, Littleton, MA 01460 

Hereby certifies that   

An audit was performed and documented in Report No. 4145. 
Proof has been furnished that the requirements according to 

ISO 14001:2004 
are fulfilled. 

  Further clarification regarding the scope of this certificate and the applicability of 
ISO 14001:2004 requirements may be obtained by contacting TRNA. 

Certificate Registration No. 

74 300 4145 
 Certificate Issue Date       Certificate Expiration Date 

 March 23, 2016 August 29, 2018 

Revised 6/3/2016 
Certification Decision Date 3/23/2016 

Certification of Management Systems 
 

 
Normbau Beschläge und Ausstattungs GmbH 

 
Schwarzwaldstr. 15 
D-77871 Renchen 

Germany 

has established and maintains an environmental management system for the 

 

Development, production and sale of accessibility  
for all and bathroom fittings, architectural hardware, 

electronic access control systems, balustrades,  
handrails and letter boxes. 

Certificate
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General Sale and Delivery Conditions 2010/11

  1.0  Applicability
� 1.1� All�contracts�and�agreements�relating�to�our�provision�of�goods�and�services�are�subject�

to�the�following�conditions.�They�are�recognised�by�the�Client�at�the�time�of�placing�the�
order�or�when�the�contract�is�signed,�not�later�than�the�acceptance�of�the�first�delivery�
of�goods�or�services�and�they�apply�throughout�the�duration�of�the�commercial�relati-
onship.�Any�other�conditions�are�invalid�even�if�we�do�not�expressly�refute�them�to�you;�
other�conditions�are�only�valid�if�we�have�recognised�them�specifically�in�writing.�Our�
Conditions�of�Sale�apply�also�to�future�contracts�with�the�Client.�We�do�however�reserve�
the�right�to�change�these�conditions.�

� 1.2� The�following�Conditions�of�Sale�apply�exclusively�to�businesses�as�defined�in�§�14�BGB�
(German�Civil�Code).

� 1.3� All�agreements�arrived�at�by�ourselves�and�the�Client�for�the�purpose�of�performing�a�
concluded�contract�shall�be�recorded�in�writing�in�the�said�contract.�Verbal�agreements�
with�any�of�our�employees�who�do�not�have�legal�powers�of�representation�either�before�
or�at�the�time�of�conclusion�of�the�agreement�are�not�valid�except�with�our�written�
confirmation.�After�the�contract�has�been�concluded�any�verbal�changes�or�extensions�
shall�be�confirmed�in�writing.

  2.0  Quotations, contract conclusion, contract contents
� 2.1� Our�quotations�are�subject�to�change�without�notice.�A�contract�only�exists�when�we�

confirm�it�in�writing.�If�we�do�not�confirm�the�contract�in�writing�it�shall�come�into�effect�
at�the�latest�when�delivery�is�executed�and�in�this�case�the�delivery�note�shall�be��deemed�
confirmation�of�the�contract.�Our�written�confirmation�of�contract�applies�strictly�to�the�
type�and�scope�of�performance.�

� 2.2� All�content�in�our�printed�materials,�catalogues�and�pricelists�concerning�weights,��prices,�
dimensions�and�other�technical�specifications�are�only�for�the�purposes�of�description�
and�identification�and�should�not�be�regarded�as�definitive.�Industry��standard�deviations�
are�permissible�except�in�cases�where�there�is�an�agreement�to�the�contrary�and�provided�
this�does�not�affect�the�use�defined�in�the�contract,�normal�use�or�the�quality.�We�reserve�
the�right�to�make�changes�which�are�normal�in�the�industry�or�which�are�unavoidable,�in�
particular�through�technical�advances�or�batch�changes�from�our�suppliers�inasmuch�as�
these�changes�are�not�unreasonable�from�a�client��perspective.

� 2.3� If�during�the�performance�of�the�contract�differences�of�opinion�arise�between�the�par-
ties�to�the�contract�on�matters�such�as�the�content�of�IT�technical�terms�and�symbols,�
quality�requirements,�format�demands�etc.�then�adherence�to�the�EN�European�Stan-
dards�valid�at�the�time�of�the�conclusion�of�the�contract�shall�be�taken�as�agreed.�If�
an�EN�standard�changes�after�contract�conclusion�but�before�completion�of�contract�
performance,�we�shall�take�account�of�the�provisions�of�the�new�standard�provided�it�is�
reasonable�under�the�circumstances.

� 2.4� Inasmuch�as�there�is�nothing�agreed�to�the�contrary�the�sale�and�supply�of�hardware�
and/or�software�is�not�dependent�on�the�installation�of�these�products�by�ourselves�or�
third�parties.�This�applies�both�to�developing�standard�software�to�meet�the�needs�of�the�
client�and�also�to�the�creation�of�bespoke�software�for�the�client.

  3.0  Prices and Conditions of Payment
� 3.1� Our�prices�are�quoted� in�Euros� (EUR)�and�are�gross.�Any�charges� for� transport�and�

packing�are�charged�separately.�The�prices�are�subject�to�VAT�at�the�statutory�rate.�
Changes�in�the�statutory�rate�of�VAT�will�only�be�taken�into�account�with�regard�to�the�
Client�if�a�period�of�longer�than�4�months�has�expired�between�the�conclusion�of�the�
contract�and�the�agreed�date�of�delivery�or�performance.�

� 3.2� We�calculate�the�prices�agreed�at�the�conclusion�of�the�contract�on�the�basis�of�cost�
factors�prevailing�at�the�time.�If�between�the�conclusion�of�the�contract�and�the�agreed�
date�for�delivery/performance�these�cost�factors�including�materials,�salaries,�energy,�
outgoings,�freight�etc�change,�we�shall�be�entitled�to�update�the�price�accordingly,�pro-
vided�there�is�a�period�of�at�least�4�months�between�contract�conclusion�and�the�agreed�
date�for�delivery/performance.�

� 3.3� Our�installation�and�maintenance�work�is�charged�by�time�unless�an�inclusive�charge�has�
been�agreed�specifically.�Invoicing�shall�at�our�discretion�be�monthly,�quarterly�or�at�the�
end�of�the�contractual�performance.�If�requested�by�us�so�to�do,�the�Client�shall�make�
appropriate�advance�payments.�If�the�contractual�products�or�performance�are�inade-
quate�sentences�2�and�3�shall�not�apply�before�the�contractual�products�or�performance�
have�been�accepted�

� 3.4� The�Client�shall�certify�the�time�and�performance�of�our�installation�and�maintenance�
staff�on�the�template�supplied.�The�necessary�travel�time�and�any�waiting�time�shall�be�
included�in�the�working�time.

� 3.5� The�travel�costs�of�the�installation�and�maintenance�staff�and�in�particular�costs�of��travel�
and�accommodation�and�additional�costs�for�subsistence�shall�be�charged�to�the��Client.

� 3.6� Our�invoices�are�due�for�payment�net�within�30�days�of�the�invoice�date�or�within�8�days�
with�2%�discount.�The�date�of�receipt�of�payment�shall�be�defined�as�the�day�on�which�
we�have�received�the�sum�or�it�has�been�credited�to�our�bank�account.�Bills�of�exchange�
and�cheques�only�count�when�payment�has�been�honoured.�Payment�by�bill�of�exchange�
is�acceptable�only�if�agreed�in�advance.�Bill�of�exchange�costs�and�discounts�are�the�
responsibility�of�the�Client�and�shall�be�paid�immediately�in�cash.�The�risks�involved�in�
the�payment�route�shall�be�the�responsibility�of�the�Client.�

� 3.7� The�Client�shall�be�entitled�to�offset�or�retain�payments�only�we�do�not�dispute�their�
claim�or�if�it�has�been�legally�established.�The�offsetting�of�Client’s�counterclaims�which�
we�have�disputed�or�which�are�not�legally�established�is�not�permissible.�

  4.0  Late payment, deferred payment, deterioration in financial position
� 4.1� If�the�Client�is�late�making�payment�we�shall�be�entitled�to�charge�interest�at�8%�above�

base�rate�for�the�duration�of�the�delayed�payment.�This�shall�not�limit�our�right�to�claim�
for�consequential�damages.

� 4.2� In�case�of�delayed�payment�we�shall�be�entitled�to�charge�interest�at�4%�above�base�rate.�
� 4.3� If�the�Client�is�late�in�making�a�payment�or�if�there�are�grounds�for�believing�that�the�

Client�will�become�incapable�of�paying�then�we�can�stop�work�on�current�jobs�and�de-
mand�the�immediate�payment�in�advance�of�all�payments�not�yet�due�including�bills�of�
exchange�and�also�sums�overdue�or�we�can�demand�appropriate�securities.�If�the�Client�
does�not�meet�our�demand�for�payment�in�advance�or�for�securities�we�shall�be�entitled�
to�withdraw�from�the�contract�or�contracts�and�to�charge�the�Client�for�the�costs�arising�
to�that�point�and�also�lost�profits.

  5.0  Leadtime
� 5.1� The�specially�to�be�agreed�lead�time�begins�when�the�contract� is�concluded�but�not�

until�the�Client�has�provided�all�necessary�documentation,�authorisations,�clearances�etc�
and�not�until�any�agreed�advance�payment�has�been�received.�Our�observing�the�time�

for�delivery�or�performance�is�in�all�cases�dependent�on�the�Client�having�fulfilled�their�
contractual�duties.

� 5.2� The�delivery�date�shall�be�deemed�honoured�if�on�or�by�the�delivery�date�the�contractual�
goods�have�left�our�works�or�they�have�been�announced�ready�for�despatch.�Requests�for�
changes�or�additions�shall�extend�the�delivery�date�appropriately.�The�same�shall�apply�in�
the�event�of�unforeseeable�circumstances�which�are�not�our�responsibility,�such�as�force�
majeure,�industrial�disputes,�strikes,�lock-outs,�late�delivery�of�supplies�of�essential�raw�
materials,�materials�or�components.�Equally�the�same�shall�apply�if�our�subcontractors�
find�themselves�in�similar�unforeseeable�circumstances.�

  6.0  Request for Installation and Maintenance, time for performance
� 6.1� Installation�and�maintenance�should�be�requested�not�later�than�10�days�before�the�start�

of�work.
� 6.2� All�temporary�delays�to�our�performance�of�the�contract�caused�by�force�majeure�shall�

also�free�us�for�the�duration�of�such�delay�from�the�obligation�to�install�and�maintain,�
especially�sending�staff�at�the�right�time�and�in�the�right�numbers.�The�same�shall�apply�
in�the�case�of�other�delays�to�our�performance�which�are�not�our�responsibility�such�as�
fire,�flood,�industrial�dispute�measures�or�measures�taken�by�the�authorities.

� 6.3� The�deadline�shall�be�deemed�to�have�been�met�if�by�that�date�the�installation�or�main-
tenance�is�ready�for�acceptance�by�the�Client�or�in�the�case�of�a�contractually�foreseen�
test,�ready�for�the�test.�Fig.�5.1�applies�accordingly.

  7.0  Delivery, dispatch, transfer of risk and insurance
� 7.1� We�deliver�ex-works,�not�free,�and�costs�of�delivery�are�the�responsibility�of�the�Client.�

Packing�is�charged�at�cost.�If�the�Client�has�not�given�appropriate�instructions�we�shall�
be�entitled�but�not�legally�bound�to�insure�the�delivery�against�damage�in�transit�and�
loss�in�his�name�taking�into�account�our�costs�so�incurred.�Part�deliveries�are�permissible�
to�a�reasonable�degree.

� 7.2� Transport�of�the�goods�is�at�the�risk�of�the�Client.�The�danger�of�accidental�loss�transfers�
to�the�Client�at�the�latest�on�despatch�of�the�goods�even�if�we�have�undertaken�other�
performances�e.g.�transport�costs�or�installation.�This�also�applies�to�part�deliveries.

� 7.3� If�despatch�is�delayed�by�circumstances�which�are�the�fault�of�the�Client�the�risk�transfers�
to�the�Client�on�day�when�readiness�to�despatch�was�communicated�to�the�Client.

  8.0  Acceptance in the case of installation and maintenance
� 8.1� If�the�subject�of�our�contractual�performance�is�installation�or�maintenance�then�accep-

tance�follows�provision�of�the�contractually�agreed�performance.�In�the�absence�of�any�
agreement�to�the�contrary�our�installation�and�maintenance�work�is�independent�of�any�
obligation�to�transfer�or�hand�over�hardware�or�software.

� 8.2� After�software�installation�we�demonstrate,�if�this�is�contractually�agreed,�the�guaranteed�
characteristics�and�the�main�program�functions�in�accordance�with�the�agreed�specifica-
tions�by�means�of�appropriate�acceptance�tests.

� 8.3� The�client�is�obliged�to�accept�the�installation�and�maintenance�work�as�soon�as�com-
pletion�is�shown�and�the�acceptance�tests� in�8.2�have�been�carried�out�successfully.�
Acceptance�shall�be�confirmed�and�documented�in�an�acceptance�report�to�be�signed�by�
both�parties.

� 8.4�� Acceptance�shall�not�be�declined�for�minor�faults.�We�can�set�a�fair�deadline�for�submit-
ting�the�declaration�of�acceptance�after�which�our�performance�shall�be�deemed�to�have�
been�accepted.

  9.0  Delay in acceptance
� If�the�Client�does�not�accept�the�contractual�goods�or�services�by�the�deadline,�we�shall�

be�entitled�to�charge�10%�of�the�agreed�price�plus�VAT�as�compensation�for�any�losses.�
The�Client�shall�be�entitled�to�prove�that�we�have�suffered�losses�on�a�smaller�scale�or�no�
losses�at�all.�We�retain�the�right�to�claim�higher�losses�if�incurred.�

10.0  Reservation of title, assignment
10.1.� We� retain� title�of�all�goods� supplied�by�us�until� all� claims�against� the�Client�arising�

from�our�contractual�relationship,� including�challenged�claims�and�subsidiary�claims,�
have�been�paid�and�any�bills�of�exchange�and�cheques�received�in�payment�have�been�
honoured.�This�applies�also�to�future�claims.�

10.2� Acquisition�of�ownership�on�the�part�of�the�Client�to�goods�subject�to�reservation�of�
ownership� is�excluded� if� the�goods�are�processed� into�a�new�product�as�defined� in��
§�950�BGB�(German�Civil�Code).�If�there�is�a�connection�or�mixing�with�other�goods�
which�do�not�belong�to� the�Client� then�we�shall�be�co-owners� in� the�proportion�of�
the�invoiced�value�of�our�goods�relative�to�the�other�goods�at�the�time�of�processing,�
connecting�or�mixing.�

10.3� The�client�may�only�dispose�of�our�goods�subject�to�reservation�of�ownership�through�
the�usual�commercial�channels�and�only�provided�there�are�no�late�payment�issues.�The�
Client�shall�not�be�entitled�to�dispose�of�the�goods�subject�to�reservation�of�ownership�
in�any�other�way,�in�particular�transfer�of�ownership�by�way�of�security�or�assignment.�
Charges�by�the�Client�for�products�and�labour�arising�from�the�onselling�of�our�goods�
subject�to�reservation�of�ownership�shall�be�allocated�in�advance�to�us�to�the�extent�of�
our�invoiced�totals�up�to�the�point�where�all�outstanding�debts�have�been�paid�to�us.�
The�Client�is�irrevocably�entitled�to�collect�these�receivables.�The�Client�undertakes�to�
communicate�to�us�on�demand�the�names�of�third�party�debtors�and�the�amounts�owing,�
and�all�other�information�and�documentation�so�that�we�are�in�a�position�to�collect�such�
assigned�debts.

10.4�� We�undertake�to�release�securities�to�which�we�are�entitled�at�the�request�of�the�Client�
inasmuch�as�the�realisable�value�of�such�securities�exceeds�the�secured�debts�by�more�
than�10%.

10.5� We�are�entitled�to�retrieve�the�supplied�goods�in�case�of�delayed�payment,�threat�of�
cessation�of�payments,�insufficient�information�relating�to�an�incapacity�to�pay�or�the�
financial�situation�of�the�Client,�if�there�are�distraints�or�bills�are�noted�or�if�there�is�an�
application�for�the�opening�of�insolvency�proceedings.�The�Client�undertakes�to�make�
restitution.�The�Client�shall�be�responsible�for�all�costs�arising�from�the�retrieval�and�
disposal�of�the�goods.�The�disposal�costs�shall�be�deemed�to�be�10%�of�the�normal�
selling�price�without�obligation�to�provide�evidence.�These�costs�may�be�set�higher�or�
lower�if�we�can�prove�higher�ones�or�the�Client�lower�ones.�In�case�of�late�payment�or�
payment�difficulties�through�a�significant�worsening�of�the�Client’s�financial�situation�
we�also�entitled�to�cancel�with�immediate�effect�the�authorisation�for�the�Client�to�sell�
on�the�goods�subject�to�reservation�of�ownership�and�to�call�in�the�assigned�debts.

10.6� The�Client�must� inform�us� immediately� in�case�of�distraint�by� third�parties�or�other�
situations�affecting�the�goods�supplied.�The�Client�shall�bear�any�costs�arising�from�the�
distraint.
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General Sale and Delivery Conditions 2010/11

11.0  Software goods and services
11.1� In�the�absence�of�any�contractually�agreed�variation�the�Client�shall�be�granted�a�limited�

duration�software�licence�which�is�non�exclusive�and�non�transferable�for�company�use�
with�the�products�for�which�the�programs�and�customising�are�supplied.

11.2� In� the� absence� of� a� special� written� licence� agreement� with� us� any� use� outside� the�
�contractually�agreed�use�of�the�software,�customisations�and�circuitry�is�expressly�exclu-
ded.

11.3� We�reserve�all�other�rights�to�the�programs,�customisations�and�documentation�and�cir-
cuitry�including�copies�and�subsequent�extensions.�In�the�absence�of�our�written�agree-
ment�in�advance,�the�Client�shall�ensure�that�these�programs,�customisations,�circuitry�
and�documentation�are�not�accessible�to�third�parties.

11.4� The�granting�of�the�software�licence�does�not�include�the�acquisition�of�any�rights.�In�
particular�we�reserve�all�rights�to�publication,�duplication,�processing�and�sale.�

11.5� The�Client�is�prohibited�from�modifying�or�translating�our�software�without�our�written�
agreement�in�advance.�Reverse�engineering�the�programs�provided�into�other�code�forms�
(decompiling)�and�any�other�form�of�reverse�engineering�the�various�stages�of�the�soft-
ware�are�permissible�exclusively�for�the�purpose�of�error�rectification�or�extending�the�
program�functionality�but�only�with�our�written�authorisation�in�advance.

11.6� The�Client�may�only�make�copies�of�the�program�to�the�extent�that�this�is�necessary�
for�the�use�of�the�program.�Necessary�copies�of�the�program�include�installation�of�the�
program�from�the�original�data�media�to�the�hard�drive�of�the�hardware�where�it�will�be�
used�and�loading�the�program�into�the�working�memory.�Otherwise�copies�may�only�be�
made�for�archiving�purposes�as�backup�or�for�troubleshooting.�Only�a�single�backup�
copy�may�be�made�and�retained�and�this�shall�be�clearly�identified�as�a�backup�copy�
of�the�said�program.�Removing�the�copy�protection�or�other�protection�routines�is�only�
permissible�inasmuch�as�smooth�operation�of�the�program�is�affected�by�these�protection�
arrangements.�The�Client�shall�have�the�burden�of�proof.

11.7� Source�program�licences�require�a�special�written�agreement.�
11.8� Copyright�notices,�serial�numbers�and�other�program�identifying�features�shall�not�under�

any�circumstances�by�removed�or�modified.�If�the�originals�of�the�software�bear�copyright�
notification�this�notification�shall�be�included�by�the�Client�in�any�copies�of�the�software.�

11.9� In�the�absence�of�anything�agreed�to�the�contrary,�the�rights�to�use�the�software�shall�be�
deemed�to�have�been�granted�with�contract�confirmation�and�supply�of�the�programs,�
documentation�and�later�customisations.�

11.10�The�Client�shall�be�responsible�as�a�substantial�contractual�obligation�for�backing�up�exi-
sting�data�and�programs�in�a�machine-readable�form�before�installation�of�the�software�
or�modification�of�the�software,�in�order�to�ensure�that�they�can�be�replaced�reasonably�
easily�and�at�reasonable�cost.�

11.11�The�Client�may�only�sell�or�give�long-term�the�software�which�has�been�customised�or�
specially�written�for�him�including�User�Manual�and�other�material�on�condition�that�the�
Recipient�declares�himself�to�be�in�agreement�with�these�Conditions�of�Sale�continuing�
to�be�valid�with�regard�to�the�Recipient.�If�such�transfer�takes�place�the�Client�must�give�
the�new�user�all�program�copies�and�backup�copies�and�destroy�any�remaining�copies�not�
transferred.�The�Client�shall�have�no�right�to�use�the�program�after�such�transfer.�The�
same�restrictions�shall�apply�with�regard�to�the�transfer�of�the�software�to�a�third�party�
for�a�limited�duration.�Any�commercial�leasing�or�rental�of�the�software�is��expressly�ex-
cluded.�The�Client�shall�not�transfer�the�software�to�a�third�party�if�there�are�reasonable�
grounds�to�suspect�that�the�said�third�party�would�violate�the��contractual�conditions.�If�
transfer�to�a�third�party�occurs�the�client�shall�be�obliged�to��communicate�the�name�and�
full�address�of�the�third�party.

11.12�Multiple�use�and�use�across�a�network
�����a)� The�Client�may�use�the�software�on�any�available�hardware.�If�the�software�is�transferred�

to�different�hardware�then�the�software�on�the�first�hardware�location�must�be�deleted.�
Simultaneous�saving,�storing�or�using�of�the�software�on�more�than�one�item�of�hardware�
is�not�permitted.

�����b)� The�use�of�the�said�software�on�a�network�or�other�multi-workstation�computing�system�
is�not�permitted�if�such�arrangements�allow�for�simultaneous�multiple�use.�In�such�a�case�
the�Client�must�use�access�arrangements�to�prevent�such�multiple�use;�otherwise�the�
Client�shall�be�obliged�to�pay�us�a�network�fee,�the�cost�of�which�shall�reflect�the�number�
of�users�connected�to�the�computer�system.�Such�use�on�a�network�is�only�permitted�
after�payment�in�full�of�the�network�fee�to�be�agreed�separately.

�����c)� The�Client�is�obliged�to�inform�us�in�advance�and�in�writing�of�any�change�in�hardware�
or�the�intention�to�use�the�software�on�a�network.

11.13�We�shall�be�free�to�allocate�program�creation�and/or�maintenance�in�whole�or�part�to�a�
subcontractor.�If�a�subcontractor�is�used�we�shall�be�responsible�for�the�subcontractor�
just�as�we�would�be�responsible�for�our�own�employee�carrying�out�the�task.�

11.14�On�termination�of�the�business�relationship�the�Client�is�obliged�to�return�all�original�
data�media�and�complete�documentation,�materials�and�other�paperwork�inasmuch�as�
these�items�were�provided�on�a�non-permanent�basis.�This�correct�return�also�includes�
the�absolute�deletion�and�purging�of�any�existing�copies�of�the�software.�We�reserve�the�
right�to�forego�the�return�and�to�make�arrangements�for�the�deletion�of�the�software�
and�destruction�of�the�documentation.

12.0  Client collaboration
12.1� In�describing,�locating�,�confirming�and�reporting�errors�the�Client�shall�follow�the�in-

structions�given�and�use�our�checklists�where�appropriate.
12.2� The�Client�shall�be�as�precise�as�possible�in�reporting�errors�and�asking�questions.�The�

Client�shall�have�competent�employees�available�for�this�purpose.
12.3� The�Client�shall�be�personally�present�at�proving�tests�and�shall�have�competent�em-

ployees�on�hand�who�are�authorised�to�assess�and�make�decisions�on�errors,�increased�
functionality�and�reduced�functionality�and�changes�in�the�program�structure.�Other�
use�of�the�computer�system�must�be�suspended�during�our�maintenance�work�if�we�so�
require.

12.4� The�above�terms�apply�equally�with�regard�to�installation�and�maintenance�work�to�be�
performed�by�us.�The�Client�must�assist�by�ensuring�that�the�installation�and/or�main-
tenance�work�can�start�immediately�on�our�arrival�and�continue�without�interruption�or�
delay�until�the�Client�has�accepted�the�work.

12.5� If�the�Client�does�not�fulfil�his�obligations�we�shall�after�giving�due�notice�be�entitled�but�
not�obliged�to�carry�out�the�necessary�tasks�on�his�behalf�and�at�his�expense.�Further-
more�our�legal�rights�and�entitlements�shall�remain�unaffected.

13.0  Warranty, Liability, Expiry
13.1� Our�goods�and�services�to�traders�are�subject�in�all�events�to�the�legal�duties�relating�to�

acceptance�examination�and�lodging�of�complaints.

13.2� Contractors�who�are�not�traders�must�inform�us�in�writing�immediately�of�any�obvious�
defects�in�the�contractual�goods�with�2�weeks�of�receipt;�otherwise�claims�for�defects�are�
excluded.�Sending�it�off�in�timely�manner�is�sufficient�for�compliance�with�the�time�limit.�
The�contractor�has�full�responsibility�for�proving�all�claims�and�in�particular�the�claim�
itself,�the�time�the�defect�was�established�and�the�claim�being�made�at�the�correct�time.

13.3� If�there�is�valid�proof�of�a�fault�or�faults�then�payments�may�only�be�withheld�to�the�
extent�that�they�are�proportionate�to�the�fault�or�faults�present.�

13.4� We�shall�be�liable�for�faults�which�are�notified�at�the�correct�time�as�follows:�
� The�Client�must�give�us�the�necessary�time�and�opportunity�to�carry�out�all�remedies�and�

replacement�supplies�which�we�deem�necessary,�otherwise�we�shall�be�from�our�liability�
for�defects.�A�number�of�attempts�at�remedy�or�fresh�supplies�shall�be�permissible,�pro-
vided�they�are�reasonable�from�the�Client’s�perspective.�Our�obligation�under�warranty�
shall�cease�if�the�Client�or�a�third�party�has�without�our�approval�carried�out�repairs,�
caused�damage�or�made�modifications�to�which�the�fault�may�be�attributable�or�related.�

13.5� If�remedy�or�replacement�is�not�possible�or�if�it�has�been�deemed�to�have�finally�failed�or�
we�have�delayed�to�an�unreasonable�extent,�the�Client�may�demand�a�reduction�in�the�
price�or�cancellation�of�the�Contract.

13.6� All�further�contractual�claims�are�excluded,�whether�they�be�against�us,�our�legal�repre-
sentatives�and�employees,�including�claims�for�damages�for�direct�or�indirect�damage,�
lost�profits�and�from�the�remedial�work,�unless�the�damage�be�typical�foreseeable�da-
mage�from�the�violation�of�essential�contractual�duties�or�the�damages�relate�to�wilful�
or�gross�negligence.�The�aforesaid�exclusion�does�not�apply�to�damage�in�the�form�of�
human�injury�or�death�or�damage�to�health�caused�by�ourselves,�our�legal�representatives�
or�our�employees.�

13.7� Liability�for�loss�of�data�shall�be�limited�only�to�the�typical�cost�of�restoring�the�data,�had�
it�been�backed�up�regularly�in�accordance�with�the�risks�involved.

13.8� These�clauses�also�apply�to�our�employees.
13.9� If�our�supplies�are�limited�to�software�or�software�components�or�hardware�components�

or�subassemblies�for�use�in�association�with�existing�hardware�then�in�the�absence�of�
any�written�agreement�to�the�contrary�we�cannot�guarantee�the�overall�functioning�of�
the�components�supplied�by�us�in�coordination�with�the�Client’s�existing�components�or�
components�sourced�elsewhere.�

13.10�Our�verbal�and�written�technical�advice�and�suggestions,�calculations,�project�planning�
etc.�are�intended�to�explain�to�the�Client�the�best�possible�use�of�our�products.�It�does�
not�free�the�Client�from�his�obligation�to�check�for�himself�and�convince�himself�of�the�
suitability�of�our�products�for�the�intended�purpose.�If�by�the�conclusion�of�the�con-
tract�and�as�a�result�of�our�culpable�negligence�in�our�incumbent�secondary�obligations�
or�incorrect�instructions�the�contractual�object�cannot�be�used�in�accordance�with�the�
contract�then�our�liability�is�as�defined�in�Sections�13.4�und�13.5�of�these�Conditions�to�
the�exclusion�of�any�other�claims�by�the�Client.�

13.11�All�further�contractual�and�non-contractual�claims�by�the�Client�are�excluded,��whatever�
they�may�be�and�whatever�their�basis�in�law,�e.g.�debts�at�the�time�of�the�conclusion�of�
the�contract,�actual�violation�of�the�contract,�unauthorised�actions,�offsetting�amongst�
joint�debtors,�whether�the�claims�be�against�us,�our�legal�representatives�and��employees,�
unless�the�damage�be�typical�foreseeable�damage�from�the�violation�of�essential�con-
tractual�duties�or�the�damages�relate�to�wilful�or�gross�negligence.�Claims�for�damages�
for�injury,�death�or�damage�to�health�caused�by�ourselves,�or�legal�representatives�or�our�
employees�remain�unaffected�by�this�exclusion�of�liability.

13.12�The�warranty�period�shall�extend�for�2�years.�Sentence�1�does�not�apply�for�claims�for�
damages�inasmuch�as�we�are�liable�in�accordance�with�the�aforesaid�provisions.

13.13�The�above�provisions�also�apply�to�our�installation�and�maintenance�work.

14.0  Warranty and liability for software programs
� If�software�programs�constitute�part�of�the�contractual�performance�Section�13�applies�

subject�to�the�proviso�that�the�Client�understands�that�with�state�of�the�art�software�it�
is�not�yet�possible�to�create�a�computer�program�totally�free�of�errors.�In�view�of�this�we�
warrant�that�the�programs�and�documentation�are�fit�for�the�usual�purpose�and�are�such�
as�is�normal�in�this�context�and�that�the�Client�can�expect.�A�non�significant�degree�of�
usability�or�detail�is�not�deemed�significant�in�this�respect.

15.0  Software confidentiality and duty of care
15.1� The�Client�shall�treat�as�confidential�all�information�to�which�he�has�access�during�the�

business�relationship�and�which�goes�beyond�the�mere�external� look�and�feel�of�the�
program.�This�applies�in�particular�to�methods�we�use,�processes�and�documentation,�
materials�and�papers�relating�to�the�program.

15.2� The�Client�is�obliged�to�ensure�the�confidentiality�vis-à-vis�third�parties�and�his�own�
employees,�and�in�particular�to�prevent�unauthorised�third�party�access�to�the�program�
by�taking�appropriate�precautions.

15.3� The�Client�shall�ensure�safe�keeping�of�the�supplied�data�media�in�a� location�secure�
from�access�by�unauthorised�third�parties�and�specifically�bring�to�the�attention�of�his�
employees�the�duty�to�maintain�confidentiality�and�exercise�proper�care�as�agreed.

16.0  Concluding provisions, place of execution, applicable law, place of  
jurisdiction, partial validity 

16.1� German�law�shall�apply.�The�application�of�the�Convention�of�Contracts�for�the�Interna-
tional�Sale�of�Goods�is�excluded.�

16.2� The�place�of�jurisdiction�shall�be�agreed�to�be�Offenburg,�Germany,�for�all�present�and�
future�claims�arising�from�the�commercial�relationship�between�businessmen,�legal�per-
sons�under�public�law�or�a�special�fund�under�public�law.�We�are�also�however�entitled�
to�take�legal�proceedings�against�the�Client�in�courts�having�legal�jurisdiction�over�the�
location�of�his�registered�office.

16.3� The�same�shall�apply�if�the�Client�has�no�general�place�of�jurisdiction�in�Germany,�ch-
anges�his�place�of�residence�or�usual�place�of�abode�from�Germany�to�another�country�
or�if�his�address�or�usual�place�of�abode�is�not�known�at�the�time�the�legal�action�is�
brought.�In�the�case�of�deliveries�to�locations�abroad�we�can�at�our�discretion�also�take�
legal�proceedings�against� the�Client� in� the�capital�of� the�country� in�which�his� regi-
stered��office�is�located.�Furthermore�we�are�in�the�aforesaid�cases�in�Sentence�1�entitled�
at�our�discretion�and�in�accordance�with�the�Rules�of�Arbitration�of�the�International�
Chamber�of�Commerce,�Paris�to�have�disputes�arising�from�our�commercial�relationship�
settled� in�final� judgment�by�one�or�more�of�the� judges�nominated�by�these�rules�of��
arbitration�to�the�exclusion�of�ordinary�jurisdiction.�The�court�of�arbitration�shall�be�in�
Offenburg.

16.4� If� one� or� more� sections� of� these� Conditions� of� Sale� should� be� or� should� become�
�ineffective�then�this�shall�not�affect�the�validity�of�the�contracts�concluded�nor�the�
�validity�of�the�other�sections�of�the�Conditions�of�Sale.
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Über Allegion 

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) ist ist ein globaler Pionier im Sicherheitsbereich und besitzt führende  

Marken wie CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, NORMBAU, Schlage® und Von Duprin®. Der Schwerpunkt  

von Allegion liegt im Bereich Türen und deren umgebende Bereiche, und das Unternehmen  

bietet eine Vielzahl von Lösungen für Eigenheime, Unternehmen, Schulen und sonstige Ein- 

richtungen. Allegion ist ein Unternehmen mit Umsätzen in Höhe von 2 Milliarden US Dollar  

und verkauft Produkte in beinahe 130 Länder. 

Weitere Informationen finden Sie auf www.allegion.com. 

About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands like CISA®, 

Interflex®, LCN®, NORMBAU, Schlage® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the door  

and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions for homes, businesses, schools and 

other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company, with products sold in almost 130 countries. 

For more, visit www.allegion.com.
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